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Abstract 
This study pn)vides new images of teu~.:hers who :..~re pioneers in the use of information 
technology in tht: classes tht:y teach. This study looks at teachers at a high school \\ hich is J leader 
in using information technology in the classroom. The tindings indicatt: that ml)St of the teachers 
panicip<Hing in this study wen:! enthusiastic about the possibilities that information technology holds 
tor classroom use. Examples are given ofhO\v intormation technology is impacting on teachers' work 
and attitudes. prokssional de\·dopment. proti:!ssionalization. intensitication. disciplinc. and students 
\ iews of the world. Teachers insights on the future of teaching and acceptablc use of technology 
were also examined. Ten issues wl!re iJentitit.:d which could dt:termine the success or tailure ofthe 
use of in tormation technology in High Schools. These include: maintcnancl:!. ineyual ities. sl:!curity 
of school information. cost and need tor training. information ml:!rload. pace of chang!:! and stress. 
plagiarism. control by big business. tinding good sottw:.1re. and do the hendits outweigh the 
disadv:..~ntages . 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Backoround to the Studv e . 
The lnt~met is tht! \\Orld-wid~ interconnection ofcomput~r nt.:tworks at unin:rsities. colkgt..'s. 
institutions. commercial enterprist:s. go\emments. and increasingly. K-1.2 schools. It is a gk)hal 
federation of 1.2.000 n~tworks linking some 15 million people in I 00 countries. It is estimated to be 
growing at one million users per month .1 
The chall~ngc for pol icy makers and educators is to rt..'cognize the changes which are taking. 
place. adapt to tht: ne\\ realitit:s. and achieve maximum benclit from the use of this new technology. 
lnfom1ation tl.!chnology h<1s many exciting pott:ntial bt:ndits for education. but the presence of this 
technology in society and its usc in t..'ducatinn holds somt: potential problems as \\t:ll. M<1ny 
(Grooler. 1986: Laver. 1989: Perelman. 1992: and Tapscott. 199~) believe that network technology 
will bring about systemic refnrm in education. Tht: tools and senices available will enable 
~:ducators. studl.!nts. and the public to link. share and access information as never bdore. 
Information technology expands classroom resoun:t.:s dramatically by making many 
resources. including original source materi<Jis. from all over the \vorld available to students. 
teachers. and school administrators. It brings information. data. images. and even computer sothvare 
1 Because ofthe rapid growth of the Internet it is difficult to obtain current intormation on 
the number of users. The information presented here is from Carroll. Jim and Rick Broadhead ( 1994) 
Canadian Internet handbook. Prentice Hall Canada Inc .. Scarborough. The explosive growth ofthe 
Internet is documented in many of the other sources listed in the References. 
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into the classroom from places otherwise impossible w reach. and it does this almost instantly. 
Access to these resources can facilitate individual and group projects. collaboration. idea sharing. 
and can make available curriculum material not found in schools without Internet access . 
As a hands-on classroom tool. the use of networks can be a motivator for students. Its use 
encourages the kind of independence and Jutonomy which many educators agree is important for 
stw.knts to achie\e in their learning process (Tapscntt.199X) . 
Tht: PrO\ incial GO\emmcnt has released a report. T echnolo!!V In Learn in!! Em ironments. 
( :--Jewfoundland :.md Labrador Gn\emment. 1995 ). which is a project undertaken to de\ dnp a 
stratt:gic plan for the integr:1tinn of information technology into the teaching learning em· ironment. 
the curriculum dt:\t:lopment process. and the learning resource management proct:ss l)f the K-1 ~ 
t:ducation system ofNc,,foundland and Labrador. In the 199R Felkral budget (Manin.tl)9~) the 
Government allocated funds towards incn:asing classroom use of information technology . Gi,en 
these policy initiatiws by hoth the Federal and Provincialle\els of(lm t:mment. further n:search in 
this area wi II be useful. 
Significance of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to get a better understanding of hm\ the use of information 
technology is impacting on the work of teachers. An investigation into a school at the forefront of 
this area provides images and insights. related to this one location. which might be useful to others 
undertaking work in this area. Also. the tindings would be useful to the people at the school itself. 
as the results of the research might provide information on how the school staff and administration 
can improve things they are doing or alert them to potential problems. 
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Many peopl~ ( Grooler. 1986: La\ er. 1989: Perelman. 199.2: and T Jpscott. i49S) arc 
predicting that the introduction of information technology has the potr.:ntial to ··transform" the 
karning environment. At this point. the ne\~;· technology is still being introduced into schools 3rounJ 
the world. Research on what is happening in one school that is a leader in this area would pro\ iuc 
useful in formation regarJing them era II use of this technolngy for classroom teachers. 
Research Questions 
My main research problem or question is : How does the use of intonnation technology :.1cross 
the curriculum affect teachers· work at the high school kvd'! Tn answer this primary qul.!stion. the 
ti.1llowing qut:stions \\·ere investigat~.:d: 
I. 
1 
3. 
~-
How has the use of information tl:chnology changl.!d tc::.1chers work and attitudes '.' 
How has the introduction of intonnation technology impacted on protessional de\ dopment'? 
Do teachers belie\e teaching will change in the future because of inform:.1tion technology'! 
With regards tn professionalization and teachers' time. what impact has infonnati\.m 
technology had '.' 
5. Has the introduction of information technology had an impact on school discipline and 
students' views oftht! world'.' 
6. Have there been any probkms with acceptable use'.' 
7. Are there other problems \vhich could result from the use of information technology in 
schools'? 
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CHAPTER T\VO 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Teachers' \Vork and Attitudes 
Many writers ( Neisbitt & Aburdt:nt!.l990: Taps~.: on & Caston.l993: and Toftler.l990 l put 
forward the case that as a society we an: currently entering a period of technological and so~..:ial 
ch:mge which \viii bring about major alterations in the way we work and Jive. One of the main agents 
for change is infom1ation technology and the Internet. A statement by Tapscott & Caston ( 1993) is 
typical of the e.'<. planation many give of what is happening in the world : 
While many Cl)mpkx and significant te~:hnical issues must be o\'ercome. the research showed 
that the main Ji ftkulties were not in the area of tedmology . Rather the.;: organizational 
structures for managing computing. along \.\ith the knowledge skills. resource hase. 
approaches to systems planning. and c\en organizational ~:ulture. were being challenged by 
the era. Moreo\'cr. the basic nature of business operations which have been essentially 
unchanged for decades needed to he 4uestioned. ( p. 2h l 
Toffler ( 1990) uses the term "Power Shin .. to describe the shifts happening in society as a 
result ofthe new signiticance of knowledge and technology has in relation to power. While writing 
about the future and social change. he has placed these present happt!nings into a historical context 
from agricultural. industrial. to kno\vledge based societies. Many references have been made in the 
ne\vs media and business joumals2 about how technological changes are now changing the way many 
~ Many television programs. such as CBC News World. Future World focus on this issue. 
Popular magazines and newspapers such as Time. Ne\vs Wt!ek. Fortune, Business Week, National 
Gemrraphic, the Globe and MaiL the Financial Post and many others have had special issues or cover 
stories on information technology. 
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people li\e and work. 
In the information era. the currency of choice will be computers and the networks that link 
them .... In the new economy. there will be no hierarchy. e\·eryone will ha\e equal acct.:ss to 
the sourcc of power: information ... .Just as the highway system and the electrical power grid 
formed the infrastructure for the old economy. inf<.1rmation networks will be the anerit.:s of 
the new economy. ( 1994. July 2) 
Ra\\·lins ( 1992) relates the changes brought about by the Internet and int'l1rrnation technology 
to what happened as a result of the in\ention of the printing press . He sees the data high\\ ays. 
connecting schools. collegt:s. universities. researchl.!rs and industry. as hclping start a society wide 
re\olution similar to that which r~::sultl.!d from the in\ention of the printing press. 
The last time something this radical happened was in the 15th century· when the printing 
press used the ncwly a\ailable ch~::ap paper to takt: O\er the manuscript market. throw scribes 
out of work. and explosively increase the numbt:r of available books. Print led to pagination. 
indices. and bibliographies since they were now possibk and tht:y made searching casit.:r. 
And that forced peoplt.: to learn the alphabet so that they could usc: the new indices. Print 
increased literacy. dt:mocratized knowledge. incn:ased accuracy. made fiction possible. made 
propaganda possibk. created public I ibraries. and created the idea of authorship. ( p.5) 
One major di fkrcnce in the evolution of the lntem..:t and that l)f printing is the speed at which 
the change is happening. Thcs..: society wide changes which are being predicted can be expected to 
ha\1.! a trt.:mendous impact on tcachers' work and attitudes . Tapscott ( 1998) outlines t:ight shifts 
\vhich he bel ie\es educators and students need to make if they \\·ant a more powerful and mort! 
effective learning paradigm . These shifts are : from linear to hypermedia learning. from instruction 
to construction and discovery. from teacher-centered to h:arner-centered education. from absorbing 
material to learning how to navigate and how to learn. from school to lifelong learning. from one-
size-tits-all to customized karning. from learning as torture to kaming as fun. and from teacher as 
transmitter to teacher as facilitator . 
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The Future of Teaching 
There are diverging "iews on how these changes. in technology and in society. will aftt!ct the 
future work of teachers. Some see technology as a bkssing. others sec it as a curse. Pt:rdman ( 1492) 
is one who sees these new technologies totally changing the way schools are organized. The 
lt!IIO\\ ing statement shows tht! nature of the changes he tort!sees : 
For a technological rt:\olut ion is sweeping through the U.S. and world economies that is 
totally transl(mning the social role of learning and teaching. This learning revolution already 
has made;: the .. classroom teacher .. as obsolete as the blacksmith shop. lp. 20) 
He sees the new intonnation technology ushering in a ne\\ era of .. hyperlearning .. and the end 
of education as it is known . .-\ccording to him this is a \ ery positive devdopment which holds 
\ inually unlimited potential. Salisbury ( 1996) also sees classrooms as being obsolete and not suited 
to met:ting the educational nl!eds of students in the futurt: . 
v..:e somt:timt!s hear tht: phrase "using technology in the classroom." In fact. this idea is 
counterproductive simply because the classroom is a technology- a technique designt:d for 
a learning age when the teacher was the dispenser and s~)urce of all knowledge. To facilitate 
this role. we designed the self-contained classroom. put the teacher's desk and a chalkboard 
in front. sat students in rows. and organized them into groups that met for the same amount 
of time each day and moved on to the next dass at the sound of a bell. This technique (or 
tt:chnology) serv~d us very \\dl ltlr a pt:riod of time. But today's computer and 
telecommunications revolution is spawning an educational crisis. The classroom method of 
educating students has become obsolete. It is simply not ablt: to provide the individualize. 
high speed. customized t:ducation that is now possible and essential. ( p. 188) 
He presents the possibility that classroom learning may be suitable tor some kinds of learning . The 
change process happening in education he thinks is quite natural. similar to ""'·hat has happened to 
other things like the steam engine. the kerosene lamp. and the horse-dra""·n carriage. He gives a 
description of future schools that are very different from those of today. 
In the future. schools may consist of learning labs designed more along the lines of a modern 
automated office environment rather than classrooms designed tor teacher delivery of 
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instruction. Ther~ may be labs designed fortraditional. disciplin~-orient~d learning t such as 
biology) or for cross-disciplinary. problem-oriented acti\ities such as space exploration. 
natural resourc~s. and creating inventions. The teachers would be responsible for helping 
students put together an individualized program of study that represents the core curriculum 
requirem~nts and also considers each student's interests and goals. The teacher and the 
student monitor the student's progress and use acceptable norms. benchmarks. and 
standardized tests as reference points . Resources would be :.1llocated to the labs hased on 
usage. ( p. 196) 
Another itt.?m he raises is the possibility of on-line hl)ffie schooling. He notes that there is already J 
signi ticant trend towards home learning. Also. private s~ctor companies are preparing to sen ice the 
home schooling market. providing curriculum by subscription and developing t:ducational software. 
Tapscott ( 199S) also thinks education as we know it will change: he says. 
Given the growing e\·idence that interactin~ media can dramatically improve the kaming 
process. ckarly tt:acht!rs will need to change their rok . Rather than fact repeaters they can 
become motivators and facilitators . ( p . l5~) 
He giws an t:.xample ot' a teacher who is using infonnation technology in the classroom and expl:.lins 
how it changes the work of teachers. The project invoh·es students working in teams to lind answers 
and resources related to their project. "The students kam to cooperate. work in teams. sol\c 
problems. Jnd take responsibility· for their own kaming -- hy doing" ( p. \55). 
Heterick and Gehl ( Jl)95) say the real question for t!ducJtors in the future will not be about 
hardware and software. becaust! these problems will have been solved. but will be about the ancient 
issues: semantic. rhetoricaL philosophical. and scientitic . 
By the year 2020 higher education will be well past the point of seeing information 
technology as an accretion to the historical way of doing business and will be using the 
technology to radically change the \vay society learns. Just as other sectors of our economy 
have st!ized the opportunity to expand their service areas from local to national to 
international. so will higher ~ducation. (p. 25) 
Postman ( \995) has a very ditTt!rent view. He sees many dangers in placing too much faith 
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in th~ "god of technoiL)gy''( p. -f7). arguing that new t~~.:hnology may h~ usdul for t~aching facts. hut 
it works against the h:arning of social values . He points out that many ofth~ problems facing the 
schools of today and the future can not be solved using new technology. Stoll ( 1995) questions the 
high cost of t~chnology and wonders wheth~r the money \\OUid be better sp~nt on hiring nHHe 
teachers or huying more books ( p. 117). He also rdlects upon the limitations technology ~.:nuld placr.: 
Think ofhow teachers must t~cl. surrounded hy kids behind wmputers. They don't see the 
smik on a child's face when sh~ suddenly understands a point. Th~y can't tailor th~ir classes 
to reach those bor~d students in th~ back. Th~y miss the recognition from parents of having 
done a gn:at job. Instead. th~ credit goes to an inanimat~ silicon chip. Still. I'll bet I know 
exactly where the blame;! falls \Vhen things go wrong. (p. 1-C) 
Teachers would no longer he requin:d to usc their professional skills and they would not be givl!n 
the rewards th:.lt coml! from hdping a student leJrn. Information technology \\Ould make tl!achers 
work less satisfying. 
Professional DeYelopment 
Tapscott ( 1998) concludes that because children ha\·e grown up using tht: Internet-- "'the net 
generation'"-- there \Viii be a shift trom broadcast learning to interactiv~ h:arning. He suys historic:Jlly 
the tield of t!ducation has been focused on instruction. a one-way. centralized. broadcast \Vith :1n 
~mphasis on predetined structun:s. The new technology will makc possible interactive learning 
which \viii give the learnt!r more control over tht! learning experience. thereby changing the role of 
te:1chers. He st!es this as a challenge tor the education system: 
Needless to say. a whole generation of teachers need to learn new tools. ne\v approaches. and 
new skills. This will be a challenge -- not just bt!cause of resistance to change by some 
teachers. but also because of the current atmosphere of cutbacks. low teacher morale. lack 
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of tim~ du~ to the pr~ssur~s of increased workloads. and reduc~d r~training budgt:ts. tp . l-N) 
Some of the research done related to the Appk Classrooms of Tomorrow ( ACOT) Projl.!~t 
point to the importance of professional development if the use of technology is going tn br.! 
successful in schools. This project. which began in 1985. involved the computer company pn)\'iding 
computers to various schools as an experiment. In a report on th~ prot~ssional de\elopment aspects 
of this proj~ct. Da\id ( 19()()) makes some observations : 
One O\erarching lesson from the L1riginal ACOT classroom is this: to hdp teachers 
incl)rporate technology in ways that support powerful instruction requires an arr:.1y of 
prokssional de:\ dopment experiences quilt: different from traditional workshops and how-to 
training sessions. Rather than focusing on technology per se. thc:se requisite experiences must 
locus on changing pc:dagogical beliefs and practices. with technology as a tool wht:n 
appropriatt: . l p. 238) 
After 10 years ofthc ACOT project. policy analysts were saying that for the use oftechnnlogy to be 
sw.:cessful. 30--W percent ofthe total d"fort would ha\t.: to be on training and sta!Tde\dopment. 
Yocam ( !996) also pro\'ides an examination of prot~ssional devt!lopment among ACOT 
teachers. He observed the difficulty tt.:achers had integrating computers into the work they do . 
It's one thing to help a teacher learn how to ust! J computer :.1nd software. It's quite another 
to ht!lp teachers broaden their repertoires of teaching strategies to include constructivist 
approaches that incorporate the use of tt!chnology. ( p. 268) 
In the ~arly yl!ars of th~ project during follov .. ·-up \isits to classrooms of teachers \vho had 
participated in workshops. he noticed that teaching strategies had not changed much. Over time 
gradual changes became noticeable. He concluded that to challeng~:: their professional beliefs about 
practice .. teacht!rs need sustained support: 
\~'hat we knew \Vas that when \Ve introduced technology to ACOT teachers .. the old ways or 
doing staff development didn't work \vdl. When we thought about what did work. it always 
seemed to involve the teachers in conversations about change and retlection on their practice. 
(p. 272) 
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Wallinger ( 1997 ) ~xplains that there are many pressures on t.:achers w adopt th~ us~ l)r 
tedmology but gen~rally very little :.mention is given to the need for professional de\elopment. She 
also makes note of some of the difticulties in designing prof~ssional den~lopment prl)grams to 
service this tidd: 
A gro\\ing problem is the disparity of :.1bility and ~xperien~..:e :.1mong the p:.1nicip:mts in 
training sessions. Anotht:r Jifii~..:ult:;.. for tt:ad1er~ is the ~hc:er spc:c:J ... ., ith \\ hid1 le~o:hnulug~ 
is de\ eloping. New products ~vohe so rapidly that one can scarcely learn a given soft\\ are 
application be fort: an upgrade is rdeast:d. ( p. 19) 
Professionalization and Intensification 
Some researchers see potential problems den~ loping if the use of technology in schools 
becomt:s st:en as a substitute for good teaching. Appk and Jungck ( J«.)l)2) talk about how. in many 
cases. the de-ski! ling of teachers results from the use of technology: 
The skills that teacht:rs haw built up over decadt:s of hard \\Ork --setting relevant curricular 
goals. establishing content. designing kssons and instructional strategies. community 
building in the classroom. individualizing instruction based on the intimate knowledge of 
students· desires and needs and so on-- are lost. (p. 23) 
They ust.: the example of .. Curriculum on a Cart .. -- package programs which diminish the.: 
role of the teacher-- to illustrate many of the problems that can result from the use of technology 
in the classroom. They see this as a major problem lor they argue that it requires teachers to become 
less of a protessional and more of a technician. Noble ( J«.NS) puts torward a similar idt.!a in relation 
to what is happening in the tield of post-secondary education . He thinks the trend tmvards the use 
of technology robs facultv of their knmvled!!e and skills. eventuallv leading to a loss of control of 
--- ~ .__ .. -
their working lives. He believes that the conversion of courses to course\vare will result in "digital 
diploma mills" . 
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Once faculty put their course material online. mon!o\er. the knowledge and course design 
skill embodied in that material is taken out of their possession. transfern:d to the machinery 
and placr.:d in the hands of the administration. The administration is now in L.l position to hin: 
kss skilh:d. and hence cheaper. workers to deliver the technologically prcpackagr.:d course . 
(p . .25) 
Hargrea\ es ( 199-l) r.:xamines many nf the pressures on the teaching profession Juring thesr.: 
changing times. He explores aspects ofteachers work such as: time. intensification. emotions. and 
collegiality in the context of change. He asserts that drin!n by concerns for producti,·ity. 
accountability and control. the administrative tendency is to exert tighter control on:r teachr.:rs· \\Ork 
and teachers' time. l-k describes intensification as leading to reduced time for rdaxation. lack of 
time to retool, chronic and persistent owrload. and reduction in quality of service because of comer 
cutting to sa\·e time. He gives specific examples of the many demands on teachers' time based on 
examination of cases presented by experienceJ tc.:achers and education professionals . 
I fthcre is a singk thing that tt::.H:hers always need more of. it is time. There just never seems 
to be t:nough of it. Getting through the contr:nt. hearing all your students read. writing 
reports. keeping up to date \\'ith marking papt:rs. learning nt!w computer skills. trying out a 
new teaching strategy. cooking a proper supper once you get home- there do not seem to be 
enough hours in tht: day to get through all these things . (Hargreaves. 1997. p. 79) 
HI! goes on to describe teaching as a "caring profession". an "t:ndkss job that is n..:v~r finished". 
whl.!re teachers are "always haunted by ft!t:lings of guilt and inadequacy". 
Bruno ( 1997) also recognizes the importance of tc.:ach!.!rs ' time as a factor in any changes 
happening in schools. 
Because time is needed by classroom teachers to earn a living. develop relationships. and 
develop themselves. questions regarding teacher participation in refonn and change over the 
career of the classroom teacher are fundamentally a matter of time. In short. school reform 
and change is fundamt!ntally about timt:. and the cost for school reform is not about dollars 
but about extra time taken from the lifetimes of teachers. (p. 39) 
He also notes that some teachers are reluctant to spend time on technological change because of the 
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constant pace of change and th~ unfulfilh::d promise of classroom bendits by earlier t~chnology. 
Because new instructional strategit!s. updared curriculums. and technological innovations ar~ 
highly information based. some school reform efforts requir~ a conscious effort on the part 
l)findi\idual classroom teachers to invest time out oftheir lifetime (usually at home) w s~ek 
this information. The added investment of time that sch()ol organizations requir~ frnm 
teachers outside of the school setting. or "k~eping up" time. is another time burd~n th:.It many 
teachers resist. ( p. 83) 
Discipline and Students' \'iew of the World 
Some critics of the use of intt)mlation technology in schools point to problems with regards 
to discipline and improper use of such technology. Stoll ( !l)95) found that computers l:an be a barrier 
to close teaching relationships . He claims it is easier for students to "goof off' when technology is 
used in th~ classroom: that many students use information technology to escape from the real world: 
No surprise that children don't de,dop good response mechanisms tor threatening behaviour 
in the real world . We can't pull the plug on the bully down the street or the j~.:rk that we have 
to work alongside. Computers teach us to \Vithdraw. to retreat into the warm comfort of their 
false reality . Why are both drug addicts and wmputcr aticinnados both cal kd users? ( p. 136) 
He also gi\es examples of astronomy students who study star charts on computer disc or students 
who study about the environment by chatting: to somcon..: online rather than going outside and 
experien~.:ing the real thing. Stoll (I 495) concludes that students are learning that the world is "a 
passive preprogrammed plact>"(p.l-P). 
Postman ( 1995) expresses a similar view . Writing about the use of information technology 
as a motivalOr. he says: 
We are presented with a student who is ''bored with the real \Vorld" . What does it mean to 
say someone is bored with the real world. especially one so young? Can a journey into virtual 
reality cure such a problem'? And if it can. \viii our troubled youngster \vant to return to the 
real world'? (p. 41) 
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These criticisms of the use of intormation t~chnology in education. if valid. would h~ 
intluential factors in determining how teachers use information technology or if they use it :lt :.1IL 
Weinstein ( 199i) also recogmzes the limitations of computers ro interact with students on an 
emotional level. 
To design computer technologies with the emotional needs of students centrally in mind i~ 
..ilJH urJer. Th~ Jvminant ps:~~hvlt)gy undergirding the emergent ticld vflluman-Computcr 
Interface design is sti II a cognitive psychology which rarely takes into account ho\\ emlltions 
cloud or illuminate thinking. As long as the primary input device to student computers is a 
keyboard- not an instrument sensitive to emotional currents- there will be no easy \\ay for 
a computer to respond to thl.! emotional needs of its user. (p. 5-t) 
l-k does not. hvw~.:ver. think that this is impossible and he refers to tht! shift from the computc::r as 
a cakulating machine to a simulation machine. He says. the fact that students play with technology 
shows the possibility that it holds as a teaching tool. Teachers should he asking themselves how thl.! 
Socratic lorrn of education can be "technologically recasted" . 
Acceptable Use Policy 
There has ~een some discussion in tht: mass ml.!dia of the problem of children accessing 
inappropriate material through the Internet. This is an issue which has bet:n raised as lnternt:t access 
for students at school becomes more and mon: common. Stoll ( 1995) says tt.:achers and school 
board ofticials still do not spend as much tim~: re\·ic::wing matt:rial that children have access to 
through the Internet as they do revit!wing textbooks and library material. He says there is little to 
prevent students from accessing sexually e:xrlicit material or instructions on how to construct a 
bomb. He also notes that there are no regulations with regards to online content tor advertising. He 
asks. "How long before kids download animations of dancing cigarettes" (p.I35)'? 
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Tapscott ( !998) points out that despite sensationalist news coverag~ of cases of child 
predators using the Internet. statistically most of the abusers an~ members ofthe victims' own tamily. 
He recognizes the potential probh.:m ofacceptablt! use but does not advocate govt!mment regulation : 
The possibility of children accessing material inappropriate to tht!ir age is certainly one l1f 
the most contro\ersial aspe~o:ts of the lntt.:met. and understandably so . We don't \\ant y·oung 
minds corrupted. But the strategy ~ach family adopts for dealing with this issue should he of 
1ts own makmg. not some soiution imposed from on high . (p. 2-L) 1 
He notes that many children are coming home after school to empty houses because of cho.mging 
family patterns and recognizes that this is a problem. He suggests that the solution li.1r some might 
be using the presence of inappropriate material as an opportunity tn bt! a good parent. to shan: values 
and create open relationships. 
Conclusion 
Very link research has been done on the use ofintl..mnation technology across the curriculum 
in Newfoundland high schools and how its' usc is changing the work of teachers. There\ iew oftht.: 
lit~.:rature reveals it is nt!ct!ssary to further explore the l(Ut!stions raised. Rt!search directly related to 
tht! implications for teachers' work and attitudes is vay sparse. However many writers claim 
information te~o:hnology is hringing about wide ranging sncial change. Further research into the 
d"fects of information technology is impacting on the \Vork and attitude of teachers is necessary . 
Divergent views t!Xist on how the use of information technology \Vottld impact on the future of 
teaching. Some see information technology bringing about an era of unlimited potenLial in t!ducation 
while others see the use of technology being misguided and problematic . The teachers interviewed 
in this study are in a position to offer insight that will aid in the development of a clearer 
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understanding ofthis issue. 
Th~ use of information technology· also raises many issur.:!s in relation to prot~ssional 
de\ dopment. Resl.!an:h done indicated that professional de\ elopment for teacher~ \\as a critical 
factor in the success of the introduction of information technology into learning em ironments. 
Because of the tindings of these other researchers which pl:.lce great imponance on professional 
development further research into this area is warranted. 
Some critics argue that information technology will reduce the le\·el of professionalism nf 
teJchers. simibrly. aitics argue that rather than enhance the personal or professional lives of 
teachers. information technology \vill demand inordinate amounts oftime from teachers. Research 
is needed to substantiate or refute such claims . Based on the concerns of some critics of the use of 
int()rmation techno!L)gy in the school. plus the discussion in the mass media of discipline problems 
and problems with acceptable use. questions \\We asked to gain information on these matters as it 
relates to this school. This study pn)\'ides new images of teachers who are pioneers in the use of 
information t~.!chnology in the dasses they teach. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
:\lethodology 
The purpos~ of this study is to provide insight into htm the introdUI.:tion of information 
tt!chnology changt:s tht! work of teachers at tht! high school level. A 4ualitativt! case study rest:arch 
method has been chosen because it best suits the re4uirements of such an investigation. By 
examining in depth what is hupp~:ning at one nf the lt!ading schools in this area. I was able to g.ain 
insight into the: impact this technology is having on an individual school and tht! teachers who\\ mk 
there . 
Qualitative research deals with multiple. socially constructed realities or ··qualities .. that an~ 
complex and difficult to divide into discrete variables (Gl~snt! and P~shkin. 1992). In this case. the 
rt:search task is to understand and interpret how the \·arious participants in a school see the 
introduction of information technology impacting on their work. An int~:rpretation \\iII be drawn 
from the perspectives of the participants. As 1\1 i les and Huberman ( 1994) say: 
Qualitative data. with their emphasis on people's lived expcrit:nccs: are fundamentally well 
suited for locating the meaning people place on the events. processes. and structures of their 
lives: their ··perceptions. assumptions. prcjudgements. presuppositions" and for conn~:cting 
thest: meanings to the social "'·orld around them. ( p.l 0 ) 
The philosophical groundings of the qualitative approach to research is usually based on t\vo 
factors ( Bryman. 1988). First. some questions in relation to the social sciences are fundamentally 
different from the natural sciences and to understand people and their social realities requires a 
different method. Secondly. often attempts to understand people and social situations are based on 
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a study ofpeople's experience ofthat social reality . There are many characteristi~s of4ualitatin~ 
research which make it suitable for investigating the use of information technology in schools. 
Teachers will be able to express their point of view or perspective on \\hat is happening at the 
school. The context in which events are taking place will be presented and taken into account. 
Also. the various items and how they are interconnected and changing will be taken into account. 
Qualitative research tends to favour a strategy which is relati\ely open and unstructured rather than 
a rigid. predetennined frame of reference. This tlexible research structure provides opportunities for 
the researcher to discover unexpected issues which may be of importance to the study . 
The openness of qualitative methods allowed for an in-depth examination of the situation 
being experienced by teachers at this high school. As Glesne and Peshkin ( 1992) say of the 
qualitative method : 
Qualitative researchers avoid simplifying social phenomena and instead explore the range 
of behaviour and expand their understanding of the resulting interactions. Through the 
research process. they assume that social imeraction is complex and that they \viii uncover 
some of that complexity. (p . 7) 
Data Collection 
Requests were made to interview the principal. vice-principal. and all teachers at a school 
selected because of its national reputation as a leader in the application of information technology 
in teaching across the curriculum. The school and the staff at the school have won many a'vards for 
leadership and excellence in education. Conversations with officials in the Provincial Department 
of Education and members of the Education Faculty at Memorial University of Newfoundland also 
confirmed that this school was a leader in the area of information technology. The school has 38 
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teachers and offers grade I 0 to 12 to 6.50 students . \Vith the pcm1ission of the S~hool Board and 
Principal. \\Titten requests to conduct intervie\\S ""ere made directly to all teachers at the schOl)l. 
Thirteen tea~ hers. from \ arious subject areas. responded to the request and interviews were 
conducted in person at the school at a time suitable to the participants. Inten·icws lasted from ~.5 
minutes to I hour. Each intcrvic\\ was recorded and transcribed verbatim by the rcscan:ha for 
analysis . 
The questions used in the interYiew protocol were deYeloped based on a re\ it:\\ of tht: 
literature on this topic. A pilot test of the inteniew guide was conducted with nne teacher in order 
to establish the darity or the questions as well as the time frame: for rhe inten iew . Follow up 
questions and prompts wen: used to encourage participants to share their information and 
Analysis of Data 
All interv iews were transcribed. then coded by categories used in the inten·it.:w protocols and 
other categories which were added as a result of information raised during the intt:rYie\vs. The data 
tiles were then sorted to produce new data outputs arranged by coded categories. This sorted data 
facilitated a more complete analysis of the colh:cted interview data . 
To improve the credibility of the study. a summary report w·hich included a copy of 
quotations used was compiled. All teachers were able to verify the tindings and all those who were 
directly quoted were given an opportunity to read the section in which they \\:ere quoted to verify 
accuracy. To insure authenticity, all direct quotations have ht!en cited as transcribed from the oral 
interviews. No attempt has been made to edit any of the dialogue. 
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Ethical Considerations 
Signed consent torms were obtained from all involved in the intef\ie,vs. The signed copy \\Js 
kept and a copy was given to the participant for future reference. Participants were infnrmed of 
measures taken to ensure anonymity. such as the use of codes rather than names in intervie'' 
transcripts . The participants ''ere informed l1ftheir freedom to withdraw from the study at any time 
and nr refrain from answering any questions they prefem:d to omit. It was made clear to tc:achcrs 
that the interview was not an evaluation of their performance as teachers . Rather. the purpose'' as 
to ohtain infonnation and insight into how the introduction of technology has changed their work. 
To protect confidentiality. the name ofthe school has not been used. 
Schedule 
Initial contacts was made with the school in March 199X and tirst interviews arranged with 
t..:achers as early as possibk alh:r permission was n:cl.!ived. :\tkr that. transcription. analysis and 
writing occum:d through the summer of I9tJ8 . Participants were provided with a report of findings 
and copies of quotations used to verify findings in October of 199X. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
FINDINGS 
Teachers' \Vork and Attitudes 
EPl.•cts on Teachin~ 
T ~achcrs ''en~ able to give many di ftt!n:nt ;1nd speci tic t.:.\amplcs of how technology had 
changed their ''ork . One teacher cxp!Jint:d that the use ot' information technology has made ~~ 
dramatic change in his t~aching: 
I us~ several diftt!rent things: the Internet is one. I make my own web sites for p~ople to usc. 
so I ha,·c been using that to takt: my curriculum and present it in a way that is most usdul for 
me. So I design my own stuff becaus~ I tind then: is nothing. out there made just for me. So 
you can rnake your own and it is fairly easy and l"\c ust:d it fairly successfully to do a couple:: 
1.1fthings and I am continually expanding upon that. 
This is a trend which he hopes to continut: next year by ot'tt:ring on~ courst! almost entirely 
as a web based course. The teacher says there an: a lot of things which can bt! done through a wch 
site. from gi\ ing students notes which he says is a ··Jm, end thing:·. to getting students to create their 
tlwn '' eb pages . .-\not her usc he has found is using a web site to enhance an actual tic ld trip . 
I hav~ a tidd trip that I do on-line. It takes them through a tield trip to the inter tidal zone 
bd'tm: they actually go there. So tht.:y see all the animals. all the stuff we an: going. to do 
before there. and it makes the trip run mon.: succcssfu!ly or morc smoothly . We go to the 
inter tidal zone and do exactly what I han! been training to do with th~ web site . 
The web site introduces students to the animals and tells them what they are going to be 
doing while on the lield trip. It shows them techniques they can use to analyze the ecosystem and 
record the data. The teacher explained that this type of preparation is important because the tidd trip 
is scheduled for a one hour period and that would not be enough time to teach students what they 
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need to know to make it productive. To get the most out ofthe trip ... they ha\1.! to go out there and 
know it and go out there and just do it." The prior preparation through the '" eb site assists students 
to bendit trom the actual tield trip . 
Teachers report that many of the projects and assignments that are assigned im ol , .e the use 
of technology. 
If they are not doing a science fair project they have to do a project for me where they have 
to research a topic on the Internet. evaluate web sites and then give a Power Point 
presentation on them. on the topic that they ha,·e chosen. That is. if they don "t do a science 
fair project - those that do a science fair project also have to search the web for information 
and ideas. We guide them along with the scit:nce fair page that we made;: up. We madt! this 
scit!nce fair page that gives a structured go through of the project. e;:xactly how we \Vant it for 
the science department. And the other term project actually. there is another structured page. 
tells them exactly what they have to have done tor evt!ry part of the project. 
A teacher reported that having web sites outlining projects and assignments tmproves 
students accountability. Besides presenting the material in class. it is also on the net and the 
expectation is given that if they don't access the material. it is their own fault. 
Some teachers use information technology in preparing for class. For example. one teacher 
used a video camera and taped material tor students to use for various projects. Also. because the 
material which is available on CD-ROM and other packages are of low quality or do not meet the 
classroom needs of teachers. some teachers repackage existing material. customizing it for their 
class. 
StutT you can make yourself is always better. 1 think. and if the students make it and the)' 
make it from dissections and stuff like that ... from the tield trips that they do. you know. as 
far as I am concerned that is the way to go . 
In the future this teacher is aiming to increase the use of the Internet as a teaching tool by 
doing some video conferences and undertaking projects with other biology teachers and students 
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from around th~ world. On~: id~a h~ has is to ~.:reate a 8 iom~ \\ ~:b pag~ where students from oth~r 
countri~s contribute pictures of th~ir neighbourhood and their surroundings. Students from this 
school would be able to post pictures of iceb~rgs. the inner tidal zone and the TigJ to shm\ th~ 
uniqueness of this pan ofthe world while students from other countries could e-mail atta~o:h~d tiles 
of their en\ ironment 
Another teacher makes extensiw use of software programs to hdp teach physics. The 
students use Verner sottwar~ and conduct 90°o of th~ir labs using comput~rs. The students go into 
th~ laboratory and collect th~ir data using th~ comput~r. Then th~y use word processing programs 
along with Excd to do graphs and presentations. The sottware allows the stud~nts to collect different 
kinds L)f data using various attachmt:nts that are plugged into the computer. Th~ teacher explain~:d 
that the technology could he used to help students better understand abstract concepts. such as 
motion. 
I lind it \ery usdi.JI because they actually ... get their hands Lm it and motion is a \cry abstract 
topic hut they can actually get their hands on it and han: a look at it on the machine. So they 
lo\e doing tht:ir labs with tht:se computers and we use tht:m all the timt: . 
This samt: tt:acher explained that before the use of computers with photo gate attachments. 
which allow tht: computer to automatically record distanct: \t:rses time and prO\·ides tht: information 
on the screen in the form of a graph. students would have to record data us;ng a piece of ticker tape 
and do a graph after counting the dots. Using computer technology. students have more time to 
explore beyond the mechanics of counting dots and setting up the experiment. It actually lets them 
look at it and understand the concepts better. 
The students get into. you know. dropping objects dO\vn through the photo gate and .. what 
kind of graph does that produce"?'" as opposed to. ··1 f we slide it along the surface of the 
bench. using surfaces that have more or less friction .. . [This] gives them the freedom to do 
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a lot more because if I had asked them. using ticker tape. to do different surfaces. you kno\\ . 
.. drop it. speed it up. slo\v it down ... it would take them about four class periods to do it. 
The use of computers is seen as allm.ving students to get into more meaningful \\Ork and it 
takes away the tedious work. freeing up time to concentrate on what the content me:ms. 
What happens if\\ e make the cart go faster'! How dues that change the look l1f our DT 
graph ·_1 What if we push the cart in the other d i n.:ct ion. what if we drop the cart·: .-\II these. 
su the:;. gu frum iu .. , t:r ~un 6 to steeper (Ur\ ~s bad~ ll) skep~r lines ll) cur\ es tu straight line 
sections for \vhen it is not moving. All these kinds of things that they can interpn:t. lt. in my 
opinion. it is much better. 
This teacher was making plans to use technology even more in the future. In upcoming years 
she plans to have students search the Internet for infonnation n:lated to social policy issues that han.: 
a science component. For instance. students might be asked to gather inti.)nnation on a topic like the;: 
use of air bags in cars. 
Another h.:acher made the pl>int that resource-based teaching or resource-bused kaming is 
almost becoming "seamless. almost natural" in everything that teachers do because information is 
becoming easily accessibk. Teachers and studt:nts can do research themselves and they can st:t up 
\\eb sites whert.: they can build :.1 collection of items. making it t:asit:r for teachers to direct students 
in the n:st:arch part nfthe subject area . This teacher thought there was still much pott:ntial yet to be 
de\·doped in relation to the use of web sites in teaching. He t:.xplaint:d that he already puts tests and 
homework online and archives them so students can go back a month or two later and look at things. 
The teacher pointed out that there are many advantages to putting information on I ine: the storage is 
there for as long as it is needed. access is easy. and material can be updated quicker than with most 
other mediums. 
Several teachers mentioned that they used Power Point and other computer programs to 
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improve their presentation of material to class. One teacher explained that by ha\ ing sp~ci tic 
technology. the teacher can deliver more materials to stud~ms. For example. in math~matics. the use 
of graphing technology. and graphing calculators as well as the delivery of other material h:n e been 
enhanced through the use of new technology .. -\ math teacher said. 
There :1re topics I can broach with kids with those [new technologiesJ and cxplore that 
[whi...:hj \\uulJ be: vt:r;. Jinicull u~ir1g ~ymboli~m . Su thc:r~ urc: ~umc: things I can liu\\ JL• 
efticicntly. that I could not dticicntly do with the old choices. 
Another teacher noted that the delivery of material in class eliminated a number of basic 
problems faced by teachers who rdy on the.! use of chalkboards. such as: poor hand writing.. poor 
artistic skill. contrast. lighting.. and visibility. The issue of being. able tL) see and understand thc.: notc.:s 
is also taken c~ue of and as well. classroom time is saved because information is prepared before 
class. One teacher noted that the technology does not let teachers skip or omit any of the concc.:pts. 
it just helps them introduce new things. and time is not wasted drawing graphs or diagrams. Noting. 
the importance of keeping students interested. this teacher said he had always tried to corn~ up with 
a good presentation product and technology is just part of that. 
So if things are well laid out. if things are t:ye catching.. ifthings arc colourful. it makes a 
huge diftt:rt:nce. and the classic t:xamplt:. is I know you rt:member watching. <.~ professor 
draw. draw likt: a galaxy. How mcaningkss is that. to draw a galaxy with a stick of chalk. 
I mean. that just doesn't cut it. Then. to see the hest picture we can come up with of a 
galaxy, today's picture. like \vhat M I 00 looked likt: today from the shuttle-- from the space 
telescope rather-- you can't gt:t a better picture than that. 
Many of the teachers mentioned that a Frt:nch class at the school had recently dont: some 
video conferences with a class in Franct: and indications were given that this was something which 
many other teachers would likt: to pursue. A member of the administration noted that the school was 
going to be partncring with two other schools in the province to explore interactive video related to 
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an. theatre. drama. public speaking. and other areas . 
A learning resource teacher explained that the traditional way of using the library \\'ith just 
prim sources has become a thing of the past. Students automatically use the lntt:met anJ 'ariou:-; 
software packages to get information for their projects . As wdL teachers are more inclined to look 
for infom1ation they need using technology than they are in searching printed text. This has meant 
that the computer lab is a very busy place. Sometime thl! learning n:soun:e teacher has tl) set 
priorities and decide \\·ho gets to use the computer. "ifyou are working on a school project I \\ill 
hump somebody otT who is just sending an e-mail or just surting the net a littk hit or whatcn:r." 
An enterprise l!ducation teachc:r pointed out that there were a lot of resources a\ ailabk on 
the Internet t'l)r teachers and students. Students usc \\t:b pages from various career Cl.!nlres to help 
with preparation l)f rl.!sumc:s. dl.!vclopmcnt of personal skills awareness and skill sets. preparing 
personal inventories and writing co,cr letters. Also. in preparing classes. it was noted that the 
Internet reduces the time and effon requir~d to gather resources from various hanks and go,·ernment 
agencies. Because of the c:ase of access. the , ·aricty of infnrmation available: to students is much 
richer. Hm,·c\cr. this teacher cautioned that students ha\e to he gi\'en the proper instmctinns on how 
to use the Internet. or it can result in a lot of wasted time. 
Students in the enterprise education class usc information technology in \'cry practical 
projects such as doing a business plan. 
So they do research and they go to the different business development banks. They have to 
do tinance. so we have a number of different programs on-line. like the Toronto Dominion 
Business Planner. or the Scotia Business Planner: a number of CD ROMS that they can 
access to help them do their tinances: and different sorts of spreadsheets and stutT for that. 
And when they do their research. there are all kinds of federal government and provincial 
government assistance online for young entrepreneurs and business developers. 
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An industrial arts teacher now uses the computer to search the net for information on building 
projects. building codes. electrical projects and things rdated to home maintenance or buildings. In 
the future he would like to have students using computer programs to design a project and then make 
it. 
The music teacher said that technology was beginning to change her \\Ork bur because there 
"'as need for additional equipment adapted tor music teaching. it had probably been a littk bit siO\\ er 
than in L1ther subject areas. She thought one of the positive things about the use of tedmology \\as 
that it \\ould give her more tlexibility in addressing individual needs and allow her to address the 
diffen:::nt levels and needs in the classroom. Another thing she has noticed is the easy access to 
resources on the Imemet for students to use. The students can tind and download material to ht::lr 
tht::m pursut:: their interest. She explained that then: is some interesting sotiwan: \\ hich allows 
students to experiment\\ ith diftt!rent instruments and styles. Sht:: gives the example of one program 
which allows students to arrange music and conduct an on::ht:stra. 
A teacher who focuses on special education and literacy noted the motivational aspect for 
students when they see their tinished product come off a laser printer. She also noted that using 
information technology h\!lps her kt!ep up to date \Vith current research in her tield because of th~ 
t:ase of access to information. The technology also helps her to do individualized programs for 
students. The use of technology can hdp students with different leaming styles. Using CO-ROMs 
and other sothvare. a teacher is able to stimulate all tive of the students' senses. However she noted 
that there is still a lack of good software for some subject areas. She also explained that it takes a lot 
of work to bring technology into the classroom and use it to develop a valid learning environment: 
''You have to have a lot of ideas and you have to be very creative". For instance. be tore students go 
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online to look tor information she requires them to have theii purpose outlined and narrO\\ed down 
\\ell enough so they are actually looking for specitic intonnation. 
Only ont: teacher did not use information technology in class and considert!d it too tim~ 
consuming for use during class time. This teacher says there is only so much tim!:! a\ailable and 
using computers would just be adding something dse that was not panicularly· user fri~ndly . Th~ 
main probkm tor this tt!acher is that tht! material is not available in a way that would mi.lke it t!:.Isily 
usable in class. In the tina! :.malysis this teachers says. "1\·e got only so much time :.md so much 
int~r~st". and the use of information technolcgy in class is. "not something that I would pursue at this 
point" . For this tl.!acher the use of books. pencils and paper are just as dli:ctive in building gen~ral 
knowledge as the use of information tt:chnolog.y·. 
The Teaching Rt!lationship 
T eachas reponed that th~ relationship between teacher and karner is sometimes reversed 
with regards to information technology . Many teachers mention~d that they had students show them 
how to use technology. 
Peoplt.! who became learners. \vho hadn't been learners in a long time. they were tinding kids 
in their class that knew more than they did. I rememht:r kaming how to download a tile from 
the Net only a few years ago and a student showed me how to do it. I said ... What are you 
talking about. downloading tiles. show me". So he showed me . Cool. I didn't know you 
could do that and it just steamrolls from then! . And now there is. in this school. if you really 
seek people out. stop. and ask thl;!m you \viii tind. you will tind people \Vho could easily \.Valk 
into industry and scare people with what they can do . 
Another teacher made a similar comment noting that teachers had little choice but to accept 
that students often knew more about some technology than teachers . 
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So we can either stick to our traditional \~ ay of Joing things and the kids arc running past us 
because they are into it any1.vay. rcgardkss if we are showing it to them or not. So \\e can Jo 
that or try to keep up with it. And I tind it is a learning experience for me as well as for the 
student and a lot of times if I am spending a bit of time trying to update my homepage and 
add some links and so on and there are certain things I am not sure how to do . But I could 
easily open the door and ask a student and say. ·Tm not quite sure how to do this .. and he 
will come in and show me. He knows. or she knows. how to do it. and they can sho\\ me. 
a big contiJem:e boast. Some teachers went as far as tn use terms like co-learners to describe the ne\\ 
relationship between teacher and student. 
There is a recognition that v.;e' re all going out one way. we all came one way. and we should 
all make the best of what we have got while we are here. lfyou know more than I do and if 
I need to know this. I will probably ask. and you should ask me and it becomes much more 
reciprocal. IT is the great equalizer here . 
T edmo!ogy is seen as·· a great equalizt:r .. by this teacher. forcing eYeryone to rethink their role a:-; 
learners. This. he expects. will be the biggest single social change over the next ten years . 
A point raised by many teachers was a t~ding of rejuvenation created by the pn:sence of 
int(Jrmation technology. A teacher expressed the viC\\ that because of the introduction of technology 
th~: 90's has b~:en a tremendously challenging and c\citing period for teachers . 
I see it as it has given new meaning to the word .. lifelong !earning .. and [doubt if you will 
lind a teacher today who would not say they've been impacted. they have been aft~cted and 
I doubt if you would tind a teacher today who would say that lifelong learning has not gained 
a new signiticance for them personally and. along with learning new things and along \vith 
gaining new skills. I think there is a rejuvenation. To me. it is exciting. I mean. as a teacher. 
don't you love learning ne\v things'? Don't you love gaining new knowledge? 
Another teacher thought that society in general was going through a period of awareness 
raising and because of that they questioned and recognized more the value of lite. He describes his 
own teelings. 
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rm more reinvigorated now. I enjoy my son more. I enjoy everything l do more because I am 
a more active learner. .-\ lot of people here are like that. l think that will begin to happen. Lt 
probably already is beginning to happen. It is certainly already happening among kids that 
come through this place. and it will affect society over time. 
One teacher connected the rejuvenation of teachers and the benefits this was ha\·ing on 
students. 
You know. I see technology as having a very positive impact on education. I think it has been 
the stimulus for change and for learning within the school and as a result of seeing so many 
teachers Jearn. I think there is an attitude. a new anitude. and that new anitude has been 
shared \Vith students . 
. -\sa result of this change. the teacher said he saw a lot of dynamic environments starting to 
develop where there is much sharing between teachers and bet\veen departments that didn "t 
necessarily occur before. As a result of this, the organization as a whole. he thought. was learning 
more and learning faster and had a higher capacity to handle change than tive or six years ago . 
Some teachers thought that a new ani tude about learning and the O\vnership of knowledge 
was developing. One teacher noted that people are more accepting of the fact that you are not going 
to know everything and that there are things you can learn from anyone. Another teacher noted that 
if a teacher was afraid to ask a student to share knowledge \Vith them by showing them ho\v to do 
something, then the teacher must have a self-contidence problem: "Sharing knov,:Jedge is just that. 
sharing knowledge." and "we have to change how we pursue knowledge ownership." Most teachers 
liked the new role they were playing as teachers . One teacher said students didn't see the teacher as 
"the guy who makes you sit up straight in your desk. with the rows neatly lined up and all those old 
fashion ideas about school." 
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.-l.dministrarion and Preparation 
The use of inionnation technology has changed school administration in se\ eral ways. One 
teacher explained that when she staned teaching six years ago. it was not expected that teachers 
know how to type their own test. ~ow teachers are expected to know how to use word processors 
Jnd ha \ e their rest done in a proper fonnat. Several teachers noted that there is J mon~ £0\\ ard totally 
electronic grade keeping. Next year. in this school. school attendance will be kept electronically . 
Several teachers mentioned that this fonnat was much more convenient for them because they did 
not waste time physically carrying records do\vn to the main school ottice. Other teachers expressed 
~oncems that for teachers \Vith no or limited technology skills. it is going to be a steep learning cur\·e 
to keep up with these changes. Other teachers see this as a rransfer of work that would usually be 
done by administrative assistants to teachers and the consequence is to make teachers busier. 
Another consequence ofteachers being asked to do this additional work is that teachers are more 
demanding with regards to having the adequate equipment needed to do the work . 
. -\nother change noted by most teachers was the change in internal communications avenues. 
Teachers are expected to check their e-maiL and a lot of things that used to be done at a staff meeting 
are now done via e-mail. Some teachers thought that there might be problems because of the 
difti!rent comfort levels with dealing in technology. 
And so you know there is connectivity issues there because sometimes there are teachers that 
aren · t in that loop and are not getting communicated to because others are making 
assumptions. So there are all kinds of subtle impacts of technology on teaching. 
A member of the school administration estimates that 90% of the teachers are frequent users of e-
mail and it is a popular form of internal communication although he noted that the school is still 
small enough to be able to use face-to-face contact as \veil as e-mail to keep in touch. Some teachers 
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commented that the length of staff meetings have been shortened because of the use of e-mai I. and 
another teacher commented that the meeting could be cut in half again if all teachers read their e-
mail. E-mail is also becoming an important communications tool between parents and reachers. 
Parents e-mail and set up appointment to talk about their child's examinatilm r!.!port. tor ~xampk . 
For administrative things such as scheduling. tracking students. e\aluation. and finances. the 
~chool uses a program called Winschool. They use spreadsheets called monthly returns to look aftt:r 
the attendance records. Individual teachers also use information technology for record keeping 
rdated to calls home. grades. and individual progress reports. 
Teachers involved in courses like enterprise education or cooperative education noted that 
information technology was \·c:ry useful in doing the administr::nin~ duties 3Ssociatc:d with these: 
teaching positions. For example:. they used it to produce letters. mailing lists. design invitations. 
dc:sign agendas. pamphlets. and other promotional materials. 
Also. several tc:achers noted that web pages on the Internet an: a way of providing people! 
with information on what is happening in the school and allows for a le\·d of accountability on the 
part ofthe school. · 
It is there. what is happening in the school is there. Outside infonnation regarding the 
teaching profession is usually posted. As tor curriculum -course descriptions and everything 
are on line. Anybody can access that and it is a two~ way street. So. if somebody wants to 
question what I do, they can e-mail me and I can e-mail them back. There are a lot of positive 
things about it. 
The Future of Teaching 
Several teachers thought that in the future teaching \vould be more dynamic because 
technology would enhance teachers· ability to be creative and make things themselves. One teacher 
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recognized that there have always been creative teachers. those who do something ne\\ and mak~ 
something happen regardless of technology. but technology opens up many more possibilit(c!s for 
teachers. Also thc!y see technology as making tedious record keeping such as attendance and marking 
less of a chore. Some teachers made the point that they thought the main role of the teacher in 
helping students learn was not going to change but how that objc!ctive is accomplished is going to 
change . Many teachers talked about the possibllity of doing courses online rather than going to a 
classroom. 
With regards to changes in the physical set-up of schools. wac hers could see the chalkboard 
being removed or left unused as teachers use technology to present notes they prepared bdore class. 
They thought that class time would be used for experimentation. analysis. activities. discussions. or 
other things that are not possible if information is presemed with chalk :md talk . Th~ bd id is that. 
as the use of technology incrt!ases. classroom time will be used to develop mort! meaningful 
understanding of the topic. 
There were some different viev.;s among teachers as to wheth!.!r. in the future. school 
buildings themselves would become obsolete. Some teachers thought they would see more courses 
on-line and more innovative \vays of teaching. Others thought that schools provided an ess~ntial role. 
other than providing information and content. Many saw the social interaction which goes on at 
school as being just as important as the content. This was seen as a reason why schools \\Ould 
remain an important institution well into the future . Others thought that the physical nature of 
schools would change slov. .. ly because rapid change in this regard would not be acceptable trom a 
political perspective. People would not understand or be comtortable \vith such change and political 
pressure would slow the process. 
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On~ t~acher ~xpressed his opinion on the limitations of technology: 
Th~ one-on-one interaction'" ith students. the compassion. the empathy. those things I don "t 
think you an:! going to get from that machine that is on my desk there. And without those 
things. I don "t think you are going to be a good teacher. regardless of hO\v much you ar~ into 
th~ technology . 
Se\ era I teachers t!Xprcssed the \'it!\\ that the incrl:!asing usc of technology might have many 
negati\e impacts that schools \\OUi<.i be expected to hdp manage. une teacht=r thought th;.It th~: 
amount of time some students spend on the Internet or with computers at school and at home! could 
be: detrimental and some t)f the things learned through the tt:chnology could be 'ery negativt:. 
You know I really \\Orry about kids spending 8-10-12 hours a day perhaps in front of the 
T.V. and in front of the computer playing some ofthese ,·cry violent games. So how does 
that impact upon teaching·_> Wdl. one way I think it impacts upon teaching it makt:s our rolt: 
as educators all that much more important. I think tht:n: is a real need for more character 
de\eklpment. l think there is a real need now tor the teaching of things like values :md t:thics. 
My prediction is then~ is going to be a real t!mphasis in the future. and I see it starting now. 
;.1 rl:!al emphasis on characta development in the schools. 
One teacher explained that where once these values were taught at home by parents. that is 
nut happening now hl:!cause generally pan:nts are much busier. and spt:nding a lot more time tm their 
careers. The result. he feels. is that there is generally less int~:raction between child and parent. He 
bl.!lieves that schools seem to be the.! only place where children learn how to bt!have the proper way. 
where they learn about manners. values and ethics. 
Another teacher sa\v technology bringing about vast social change that would also mean 
dramatic changes for the educational system. He thought that information technology would bring 
about a social raising of consciousness in the general population and parents and students would 
demand changes to the education system. He said the .. Pavlovian·· system now in plac~ . ··running 
from 9 to 3 \Vith 56 minute "blurbs'. with 30 people." is not going to satist)' people in the future. He 
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pointcd out that within the school's own dTorts at protessional de\·elopment. that fom1al st:tttngs did 
not meet the teachers· needs . When teachers became demanding learners and kne'' '' ht:re they 
wanted to go. they sought out another option. He predicts that as social consciousness is raised and 
people know what can happen. they are going to demand that it does happen : 
I think schools are going to haw to start w seek out other options. but I think it will b~.: 
despite themst:h~.:s ami lh:spite govcrnmt:nt "hi~h lll0\1.!::; aduall~ i'ar more ~l u \\l~ lhJn 
schools ever did . I think it will come from a social awareness. as some ofthese kids become 
parents and start putting pressures back on their t)\\·n social institutions . 
Thinking abmH schools in the future. he thought tht.!re would be no bells and there would be 
\astly different Jlternati\'t~s tor students to choose from in relation to how they want to pursue their 
t.!ducation. He thinks these changes will come about when people that are now younger than 35. with 
their knowledge of what individualized instruction :md the pom..:r of technology has to t)ITer them. 
begin to adv·;mce. When these peopk start getting into decision making positi~..ms. pnwaful 
positions. civil service. government. business. he thinks then there will be tremendous changes in 
social institutions. 
Another teacher talked about innovative ways of educating that the new technology might 
make possible. One possibility raised was a virtual school when: students would not come to a bricks 
and mortar facility but rather log on to a virtual school. He noted that this form of school alrt!ady 
exists in Canada and other parts of the world. 
Another torm of educational option identitied was that of private teachers offering their 
sen·ices over the Internet. For example. an expert in a certain subject area. someone who is known 
as one of the best in the world. could sell his or her services over the web to a certain number of 
students. They might even hire regional assistants so they could increase the number of students they 
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could enrol. P:m:nts would then have that choice open to them . 
The s::1me teacher also thought thJt technology will J!lO\\. te::1chers to oftt!r more customized 
progmms and more indi\ idualized learning programs. This would allow people to Jearn at the rate 
that they want to karn and not the rate that the textbook or the teacher dictates or e\ en that the 
~chool dict3tes. 
As you kn()\\. right now you go to school in grade Lme you can only karn a cenain i.lmount 
in grade one unless you are doing enrichment. whereas ifyuu and l have diftt!rent academic 
capabilities. you may be able to learn twice as much in that year as me but generally speaking 
you are held back a little bit. lam probably accelerated a little bit. So I think you will see 
more of an individualized approach to education as a result of the technology. 
In the traditional brick and monar school. he thinks thae will bt.! a continued emphasis ~m 
the technology tL1 enhance the traditional type program that is currently in place. He says the Internet 
has had a profound effect and will continue to ha,·e a much bigger efkct on what h::1ppens in the 
classroom. He set.!s Power Poim ::md other such programs becoming more prominent in school 
classronms. and rt:fers to it as .. doing old things in new ways··. In the near future. he sees students 
doing home study courses. getting notes otT web pages. taking courses O\er the summer. doing 
extension type courses. Another teacher expressed a simi Jar \ ie\\ and thought it was n:ry real is tic 
to ha\e students working indt:pendently and consulting with teachers in person or by e-mail when 
necessary . 
One teacher felt that the increasing use oftt:chnology meant that teachers were going to have 
to give up control in the traditional sense because it \vould be apparent that one person in the 
classroom is not enough any more. and that computers open up a whole new learning environment 
for students. This teacher recognized that this involves allowing students to take on more 
responsibility for their O\vn learning and the teacher becoming more of a facilitator. This new role 
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for the teacher will also mean changt:s in th~ way classrooms and schools an: org:miz~d and 
equipp~d. He predicts the classrooms will no longer be just the desk with the teacher in front of the 
class with the le~o:tem and writing on the chalk board. As students move toward more resoun:e-bast:d 
k:.1ming. they :.1re going to need a classroom that is more like the s~..:hool library is now . He t:xplains 
that there is e\ id~nce Llf this kind of ch:.1nge occurring no,,· as tht: schools· learning resource centre 
is oft~n overcrowded . 
Another teacht!r noted that. while the tools may change. the basic form of a teacher\\ ith a 
group of studt.:nts will remain the same; that teachers will still be needed to add the human asp~cts 
to the information t~chnology . Tt:achers will use whatever technology is available to them but the 
true essence of teaching is not going to change . Another teacher expressed a similar point of , .k,, . 
She thought that basic skills such as reading. or being. more discerning readers. and having. better 
ana I ysis and , ·al ue j udgemt.:nt ski lis. \Vi II receive a rent:wed focus. hut tht: essential teacher-student 
n:lationship will remain basically the same. 
lt"s not going to change teaching relationships. In the essential teacher-student relationship 
you know. you had an authoritarian teacher before well you are still going to ha\ e those. 
you're going to have teachers \vho are more warm ;md cuddly relationalteJchers. you an: still 
going. to have those . So that is the focus of teaching.: it is th~ relationship . 
This teacher saw how some students who do not work \Veil in a traditional school 
environment might want to tak~ advantages of new delivery methods. 
One of the more exciting possibilitit!s is that stuff likt! home schooling and \Vorkplace 
schooling become much more possible in terms ofv·•hat you can offer the students. your core 
student. Seventy percent of your students. are still going to come to the building. still going 
to come and sit dO\vn and have a schedule and they might bring less books and they might 
plug in more to use what is on-line as opposed to carrying around books in a book bag. 
She also suggested that schools might expand their mandate to oftt!ring courses to adults either 
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through night school or online. 
One t~acher raised concerns about the possibk imp:.Kls this ne\v technology might ha' ~ t'n 
the numbers of staff needed. Although on-lin~ courses have to be servic~d. they can be ntli:!red from 
anywhere. The jobs could be anywhere in the \vorld so there may be a decline in the local sehoul. 
he cautioned. AnLHher aspect of the usl.! nfinfonnation technology in education whid1 \\Js raised by 
Lme teacher is that it is a positive tool ,,·hich can link the curriculum together: tl.!achers can cmss 
from one subject area l)\'a to another. with a freer exchange of information. 
Another teacher thought that the whole school as it exists is going to be , ·ery dift~rent in I 0 
years time. 
I think the whole con~.:ept of schooling is going to ~.:hange dr:Jmatically . I really bdie\e that 
it is going w he \cry dift~rent and herding students ewry hour from one room to another 
room lO another room in large groups is going to change and I think hopefully we will 
embrace a really positive thing about it. whid1 is some students do not net.!d to sit. Some 
students can do courses on their own . 
She thought it would give teachers the option of doing a lot of things di fti:!rently and maybe 
bctter. Onc example which she had heard people talk about that illustrated the ~.:oncept of doing 
things difl~rently \\as teaching somebody to play the piano online and the implications this nt:\\ 
approach would have on the personal intera~o:tion between the teacher and the student. 
One teacher cautioned that having access to information does not guarantee a better learning 
environment. Some of the changes that are happening. she says. may not be because of in formation 
technology but because teachers are learning more about the nature of human learning. In fact. she 
is concerned that computers might become too much of a tocus and teachers may begin to organize 
schools around them. rather than keeping the tocus on students. She believed that computers are only 
one aspect of a student's learning development. She felt as well that classes must be smaller so 
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teachers can knm\ the student better and have better relationships with them. She fores~~s m::my 
changes in schooling in the future but only some of these would be facilitated by information 
technology: 
So I do see teaching not as conforming. I see structures loosening up. I see kids maybe not 
ha\ing to come to school everyday·. I think we'! are going to have more freedom that \\a~, 
more exchange of knowledge between studellls, maybe students actually going different 
places. So i do see a lot ot" c .\.~o:iternent there. 
One teach~r rais~d concerns about the future because of the emphasis being placed on 
technology in ~dw.:atilm. She did not see it as being mLm;: dTecti\ e than books and pap~.:r in 
pn.:senting students with intonnaticm that they needed to build their general knowledge. In fact she 
thought students wc:re in danger of losing skills that tht.:y \\ ould nt.:ed in the future: 
I don"t see it as being effectivc, I see it as a tOl)l. in cenain an.:as. to be ust.:d. for students to 
know how to present in the work \Vorld basically. But they ha\e an awful lot to learn at their 
kvt:!l as the children they :m.~ and the students they are . That is. building tht:ir g~ncral 
knowledge which can be dont: no better than with work in hooks and pencils and paper. I 
think that there is a risk of losing the skills of writing and spelling. And you haVt.: to ha\·t: that 
in order to read properly. So you can "t say that t~.:chnulogy or computers or the infnrrnation 
highway is th~.: panacl.!a . It is not. 
Professional De,·elopment 
The Cse o(/n/iJrnuuion Teclmolo,t,ry)iJI· Pro(essionul De\·elopmem 
Most tt:achers did not provide examples of how they used intC..1rmation technology to acct:ss 
professional dt:wlopment opponunities. One tt:acher thought that intormation technology offered 
an undeveloped potential in relation to professional development. Ht: thought school boards, the 
Depanment of Education and the Ne\vfoundland and Labrador Teachers Association ( NL TA) had 
an obligation to take advantage of the opponunities which information technology presented for the 
cost effective delivery ofprotessional development. The teacher pointed to the possibilities that are 
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now :nailabk forth~ sharing of information through school web sites. If one tca~h~r is tk1ing. 
something that is r~ally innmativ~ with technology. then. he believes then! should be some forum 
''here that <.:an be shar~d with other people in the profession. 
Pcopk in formal co-ordinating positions or professional positions with the board ought to 
make it their business to identify what expertise there is out there. '"ho has got what done. 
\\ho can sene as a resoun:e. and colkct it som~whcre . Publish it in one plal.:e. Th~ problem 
now IS that there an~ su many. no on..: r..::.1liy illl'k.s or if tht:) do look the) Jrt: nut ~urt: \\ h<.tt 
they are looking tor. So to get e\ery·budy on the sam~ com eyer belt hen: pointing at the same 
place so they all knO\\ where to go look. That has not been done. it should be done. 
Other ways in which infonnation technology could dTect professional development is by improving 
the deli,ery· of ~eminars and presentations so that they an.: mon.: bendicial to the k:;Jmer . 
. -\nother teacher put forth a similar point of view that intormation technology has not yet been 
a really dynamic tool for prokssional learning other than downloading some information from the 
\\·eb or g.ening intormation about a conti:rence. However. one of the kaming resource teachers 
confirmed that many teachers were using intormation technology to look for information on topics 
they \\ere teaching. Sometimes teachers search \\eb sites and other times th~y post messages to a 
discussion group. or ~-mail someone to get information. There is a teachers' area in the Library with 
three comput~rs reserved for teachers . 
The L".w.: a/E-mail to Talk ro Other Teachers 
Most of the teachers use e-mail to keep in touch with other teachers and friends. One teacher 
explained that she has a core group of teachers in her subject area that she is in contact with on a 
regular basis. E-mail has been very useful for things such as organizing conferences and talking back 
and forth on various things. 
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Another teacher explained that e-mail is the main \\·ay he anempts to keep ~.:urrent. keep rra~k 
of what is going on and to keep in touch \\·ith other people in the protl:ssion. :\ third teacher 
comments on how important e-mail is for him: 
I usc e-mail for 80 to 85 percent of my communications because most of the people I 
communi~ate with are as busy as [ am and they prefer it. And again it is convenient and you 
can answer it on your own terrns. So. yes. the school I work in has a LAN and everyone here 
ha~ e-mail anJ the e~pcdatiun is that if I s~nJ d mcssag~ I knO\v ~v~ryon~ h~r~ has gott~n 
it. 1 communicate with people regularly in New England. Ontario. Winnipeg. You know. I 
would be lost without e-mail. l have my phont: too. If l had to. I would usc that hut l pretl:r 
e-mail. 
Other teachc::rs mcntioncd that it would be useful if they could get a list of e-mail addresses 
for teachers across the province who are teaching tht: same courses they are. In some subject areas. 
teachers were already working with su~h a list and using it to keep in conta~t with their peers. For 
example through e-mail. learning resource teachers were identifying training needs and pushing to 
have a workshop created in the area. They also use technology to discuss ~ourse content and to see 
if they can collaborate in developing material. Another teacher who uses e-mail frequently also 
encourages students to build networks bye-mailing teachers who are experts in a particular aspect 
of a course they are doing. Two other teachers said that when they were developing courses in 
specific areas they used information technology to talk to experts in distant locations and to scan 
information in the many magazines that are now online . 
Another teacher stated that although she used e-mail she preferred talking to people on the 
phone. She noted that it \Vas her personal preference and that technology was not always a time saver 
in this regard. Another teacher had an opposite opinion. She thought e-mail was more convenient 
because she doesn "t have to worry about the time or that she may be imposing upon people. She said 
she teels corntonable e-rnailing knmving that the person on the other end will reply \vhen it is best 
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for them. 
Several teachers mentioned that they \\cre e-mailing people in distant parts ofthe world for 
\·arious reasons. The cost of these interactions. through alternatives such as the telephone. might h~ 
prohibitive. 
Hou· Teachers Den!luped the Skills ro L'se IT 
Although some teachers had done uni\·ersity cours~s or programs in the an.:a oftechnology. 
most of the teachers explained that they learned how to use technology on their own or through 
training programs organized at the school itself. A number of teachers said they taught themselves 
hy just .. fooling around with it .. . Others mentioned that they had otten learned things from some of 
their students. One.: teacher mentioned that he was involved in organizing a conterence for the.: 
summa related to information technology . 
One teacher explained that when he started teaching at this school he found there \\J.S a IL)t 
nf supptm for training in information technology. The tirst thing to learn was how to make a 
homepage because it was expected that teachers have a homc.:page. Other staff members were there 
to give initial instructions and available for follow up consultations as the homepagc.: was 
constructc.:d. This teacher t"dt supported by the fact that knowledgeable staff could be called upon 
if hd p was needed. 
Another teacher explained that the school had made a concerted dTort. in the last tive to ten 
years. to have those teachers \\·hn are very knowledgeable and somewhat expert in certain areas to 
help those on staff who are not as proticient as they \vould like to be. The school holds protession.al 
development days and has protessional development opportunities during examinations. At such 
opportunities members of staff have taught each other how to use technology. This teacher said that 
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90% of what ht! had kamed about the use of tt!chnology had been from in-st:rvicing within the.: 
building: the other I 0°'1) he had picked up on his own. 
Another teacher described the in-house training program developed at the school. Bt:tween 
1990 and 1992. the school was mo\·ing towards a fully electronic kaming centre. instead of the old 
library. In the pro~.:ess of doing that. ~ome other opportunities came up and business partnc:rships 
wt:re formed . \Vithin a few yt:ars. the.: building becam~:: totally\\ in:d and had Internet acc~::ss and all 
kinds 0 r opportunities de\ eloped for the school. Several of the peopk on staff Weft! skilled in that 
they knew the typical Internet e-mail programs and how to create web pagt!s. The school 
administration attempted to get professional development help from the school board and other 
places. but found that the.: people with the board did not know as much as some of the staff at th..: 
school. Within the staff at the school then: wen: \·ast differences in ability and rate of learning. 
Because of the different levels amongst the staff and their strong demand to get ahead in the use of 
technology. fonnal classes wt!rt: not \Vorking. So a different approach was tried. During non-routine 
times (such as during examinations). several people who \\en;: free at the same time would get 
wgether and learn from each other through a mentL)ring process. After two or three years of this 
infom1al kind of teaming. opportunities. all t~acht!rs wt:re familiar with the technology and sevt!ral 
staff mc:mbl!rs had high lt!vels of ability . This broadening of the base of t!:Xpertise in the school then 
led to a period of rapid growth in the general level oftechnical knowledge because there were more 
people available tor teachers to ask for help. 
A member of administration at the school emphasizes the role of training in the use of 
technology. 
I think a lot of it has happened basically when \Ve started to do this tour or five years ago we 
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quickly recognized having all of this technology in the building was only about a third of the 
battle really. A third of it is keeping it. and the other third of it is trying to get peopk up to 
skill. up to par. so they can utilize all ofthe tc:chnology. 
He \\ent on to explain that one of the learning resource teacht:rs at the school during the 
period when the school got access to increased technology was instrumental in setting up <1 ··just-in-
tim~ .. training program and a ··rrain-the-trainer"" program. The basic ohjecti\e of the pmgram was 
tl) pro\ ide teachers with training that they would be able to put to use immediately and also to 
pro\ ide people with a level of informal support that would allow tht:m to pursue an indi\ idualized 
karning program. He says although the training program is not perfect there is strong c\·idcnce that 
it is \.\ orking. This assertion was backed up by the number of teachers who expressed the opinion 
that this school was Ll. good piJce to learn how to use technology . 
i\tany of the tea<.:hers said that they had taken outside courses either at the localunivt:rsity 
or LHhcr institutions. Sc\ era! teachers comment that thos~.: coursl:!s \\ere of an introductory kvcl and 
that one of the most important things they had gained from doing the course was becoming more 
cnntidcnt in their ability to ligurc out the technology on th~.:ir own . 
. -l\'ai/ahilin· o(Pro(essionul D~c.Telopmem in IT 
A II teachers thought that there \\as not enough prot\:ssional development opportunities 
available to them. Courses that were available did not meet the specitic needs of teachers or they 
wen~ too expensive. One teacher made the point that the training that is no\v heing provided does not 
meet teachers· needs. He felt that tor the kinds ofthings teachers do at school. they don"t need to be 
really good at programing. or anything like that. What they need is training on how to maintain a 
homepage and how to use sottware programs that related to their subject area. Also. he felt that 
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teachers need to be able to keep current on software programs and other material which is being 
de\· eloped for their tield. So in his view. for a course to be useful for a teacher it would ha' e to b~ 
specitically tailored to the teachers· subject area and his or her classroom needs. This teacher said 
that. at this point. such a course is not available and teachers \\ork things out themsel\es and depend 
on other teachers for help. 
Another teacher expressed a similar \·iew saying that professional de\ elopment related to 
technology integration will have to take a much more tlexibk approach. Because oftht:! fast pace of 
change. traditional methods of deli\·ery of information technology courses do not \\·ork and many 
ofthe traditional sources oftraining for teachers have not realized that yet. 
Several teachers said that they were making real efforts to get training but had di fticulty 
getting any. One teacher said she had been looking for training programs she could do m·er the 
summer related to her tield and was having great difficulty tinding anything in Canada. Another 
teacher pointed out that even when more general programs were otTcred it was sometimes difficult 
to get t:!ducational leave because of the type of institute that would be attended. 
Some teachers commented on the cost of courses in information technology and lack of time 
in a teachers' work week that make it difficult for teachers to take courses that are available. For 
those reasons. they believed the training offered in the building has been especially successful: the 
timing is tlexible. and it is free . They think that a lot of teachers at the school value the opportunities 
that they have. 
A member of the administration expressed his concern about the lack of training 
opportunities for teachers compared to other professions . 
As a profession \Ve have never invested time in retooling. if you look at any other industry 
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th~y spend a significant amount of time on retooling their workers. m3king sure that thl.! 
\\Orkers are \\ell prepared tor the next generation of products that will be coming to market. 
In education it has never. in the history of education. never happened. and it is not happening 
right now. 
To emphasize how urgent the need for r~training is. he says an argument could currently he 
made for closing the school system down for a year to train people and prepare them to mo\ e into 
the next gener:.lllon or mto a knO\\ it:dge-baseJ sm:ic.:ty . He thinks that things are beginning tu d1Jng~ 
nm\ hut he is not sure ,,·here the training \viii develop. 
\\'ht:ther it is institutes through the NL TA or through the Board or through the provinciJI 
government or whether the private sector looks after it. I don't know. But I think there is a 
market out there. But the market 'viii only he successful if it is supported by the provincial 
gon:rnment and school boards through teacher time for in-sen· ice. But if tht:y free up the 
purse strings on these thing. yes. I think there is a market out there. Somebody could hJve 
J \·ery , .iJble business doing this type.? of training. And it is very necessary. There is no doubt 
about it. It is very. n:ry necessary. 
Professionalization and Intensification 
Des killing 
Teachers say that it requires mort! skills. not kss. tor them to integrate information 
t..:chnology· into tht!ir teaching . Tht!y makt! referenct! to the extra skills needed to nperatt: n~o:\\ 
t:quipment and sothvan: but they also t3lk about how the added presentation options dc..:mand that 
they be mon: crt!ative in their teaching. One tt!acher said: 
I think you need to have more skills to bt! a tt!achc..:r with tt!chnology because now not only 
are you concentrating on getting tht! contt!nt across to students and you are broadening your 
perspective and looking at different \vays to present it to the students and tht! technology is 
there. We can't ignore it. 
They dismiss the idea that teachers becomt! deskilled and the idea that the machinery does all the 
work. 
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It is not like you are sending them fredy out into the resource room and saying ... Okay search 
the web ... There is work that goes into doing stuff like that before hand. 
One teacher made the point ~hat the skills required by a teacher are not static . Another said 
he had witnessed that the creativity level of teachers is way up .. and the ideas are just sprouting up 
all on:r the place ... A teacher explains why the use l1f tl!chnology does not deskill teachers: 
I ha\e to hi.l\1.: a reail~ slrUl:lUr~J prugrJm in l)!"Jd fur Jdual kaming to tak~ plac~ . sl) it 
takes a lot of work. so to take technology and bring it into the classroom to dc\elop a valid 
learning em ironment. takes a lot of\\ ork. You ha\ e to have a lot of ideas and you have tL1 
be \cry creative. 
It is signiticant that no teachers thought that technology· deskillt.:d and many were able to pro,·ide 
examples of how technology required more high-kvd skills such as creative prt!sentation design and 
dt:l i very . 
Teachers · Time 
Teachers stated that information technology was taking more L)ftheir time and placing more 
demands on their time. T t!achers noted that extra time'' as needed to lt!am new software and also 
to create new things for teaching. 
I need more time for my own development. I need more time to create stuff. I don "t have 
enough timl! to. you know. the students are demanding. the presentation quality that can be 
done at high ends with this thing and I don "t han: time to do it. 1 don "t have time. I wish I 
had. There are things that I know I can do 1 don "t have the tim~: to do. 
Teachers mentioned that they could foresee when the use of in fonnation technology might 
save them time. 
At this stage in my career. it is something that is taking more time. but I can see. in a year or 
maybe t\VO years. certain things will lessen the amount of time that I have to do. I know I am 
still going to have more time because new things are coming on line everyday. I have to 
choose what I want to keep up to date with. what I can use in my classroom. 
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One teacher said technology would normally add more time to his day because he could do most 
things more quickly with te<.:hnology. but the reality· is that he does not ha\e as much time as he did 
in the past. The reason is because he does more things faster. he is able to take on more. 
Another teacher explained that she spent a lot of time using te<.:hnology but c:njoyed learning 
to use the new technology and learning new things. The same te:1cher \·iewed the situation as a 
paradox in that it takes a lot of time but it saves time because the product that is ddin~red is so mw.:h 
hetter. Teachers in\·olvt!d with the maintenancl:! or training related to a technology rich sclwol had 
additional demands on their time. 
It doesn't generate any free time for me. It just aliO\vs me to do more things. It dlH.!S not 
generate free time. that is an absolute misconception . Don't buy a computt:r if you want frt:e 
time . But just don't expect to do as much. 
Two teachers mentioned that they did not have as much time as they would like to devote to 
karning new technology. One teacher described hm\ she had divided ht:r liti: into .. intense time 
management slots." She is a teacher from S to 5 and ust:s that time to get her work done and then she 
goes home to intenst:ly ti.Kus on being a parent again. 
For me personally it is how much time do I have to give to te:1ching. When I didn ·r havt: a 
child it was 1-l hours a day and now that I have a child it is I 0 to 8 so that is what I give. Do 
I get more done'? Yes. in some ways because I don't have to spend :1s much time \\Tiling tests 
and rewriting. and I don't have to spend as much time photocopying and stuff like that in 
certain degrees but because you have more time in this area you transfer it to another art:a. 
Another point mentioned by many teachers was the feeling that you can never keep up. The amount 
of new material and the new demands being placed on teachers time \Vas so overwhelming. 
Barriers or Gaps Between Teachers 
Some of the comments made during the interviews demonstrated an attitude or expectation 
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that suggests a possible di\·ide or gap bet\\c~n t~a~h~rs '.\ho us~ information technolog~ and those 
who do not. On~ teacher said: 
I give presentations at another school and I talk to them about information technology and 
I told them. ··here is th~ bottom line. You either get involved \\<ith this stuff and kam how 
to use it or watch the enrollment in your classes drop. because the kids will be bored . ... You 
know. if you can "t get involved with it now and you don "t get im olved with it you are going 
to see a decline in your enrollment.·· 
Another teacher said: 
I think IT can really help professional development but it can "t be done in old fashion ways. 
If I go to a PO and somebody I know has been teaching it for 3 7 years or something. stands 
up there with overheads with a position that is as dull and boring as it was 30 years ago. I Jm 
~hccked out and gone. And a lot oftc:achers that I know now that are specifically younger 
generation. that are mid-early career. say less than 35 for argument sake. they are becoming 
more and more impatient with senior manag~:ment for the lack of a bettc:r word. That are not 
in the loop. with respect to IT but y~:t expect everybody else to he there. 
There seemed to he c:vidence of and intokrance or impaticnce with the pace of change from 
some teachers while others talked about the difficulties in adapting to technology. One of the 
teachers thought becausc ofthis there was a potential for a divide. 
Well. it has the potential for some kind of a di\·ide. because of the language that gets 
developed around it and the experience and expertise as opposed to teachers who an: not 
using it as much. Yes. I think there is the potential for that. Do I see. is that a real problem 
at this point'? No. I don "t think it is a problem at this point. Bl.!cause I think I.!VI.!rybody has 
to tind a level at which they"re comfortable and their subject is best taught. 
With regards to a correlation between likelihood to ust: technology and various factors such as age. 
gender. or subject taught: most teachers recognized that it may be there ... but it is tlimsy ... Many 
tt!achers fdt that the likelihood to use of information technology was an individual thing. 
One teacher gave a reason why older teachers might be in a better position to experiment with 
using information technology in their teaching. Bt!cause they were more sNtled away in their 
programs. they had more time to learn things such as new technology programs. People new to the 
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profession would be too busy just getting their classes in orda. Someone noted that just because J 
person is younger does not mean they will already have technology skills. Some of the new teachers 
starting at the school had not used information technology in the past and they had to learn to use 
it. 
Many teachers made the point that at this school there was a helping Jnd understanding 
atmosphere rather than that of cont1ict between teachers \\·house information technology and those 
who do not use it as much. 
We accept that people are at different levels and everyone moves at their own pace. When: 
everyone is accepting of that. nobody feels that negative component bt!cause it is quite a 
relaxed atmosphere. There are lots of things that I may not know how to do and I will go to 
somebody dse and say ... gee. can you show me how to do this?" and the next week I'll then 
turn around and show somebody else. But I don't find that negative attitude. Everyone seems 
to have the same level of commitment. There is not a lot of that kind of thing. 
One;: teacher thought that any barrier or gap might disappear as the technology gets easia to use and 
becomes more suited to educational purposes. 
Some of the teachers presented a strong statement of the schools eftorts not to create barriers 
or gaps between those \vho use technology and those who do not. 
We take great lengths to tear these barriers dmvn to shred them. to trample them. to destroy 
them. burn them. annihilate them . We really try. and I think we have made great strides. lO 
bring all the staft· up to. if not beyond. at least a novice kwl or computer I iteracy. I hope 
there aren't any walls. 
Many teachers talked about the type of vision and spirit of cooperation at the school which helped 
alleviate some of the potential barriers or gaps. They talked about the fact that teachers \Vere 
accepting of the fact that teachers were at different levels in relation to technology. Also. many 
teachers noted that they felt comfortable asking another teacher tor help if they had a problem using 
technology. Several teachers said they felt bad for colleagues who did not welcome computers and 
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who fdt technology· "'as being pushed upon them. 
This school two female teachers are responsible for the Learning Resource Centre and much 
oftht: training related to technology. In spite ofthis. two female teachers said there may be a bit of 
a mak bastion\\ ith regards to technology. One thought that the explanation might be that the use 
o!'technology t:\.olved out L)fmale dominated professions such as computer science and industrial 
arts. The other teacher thought the explanation might be that men and boys spend more of their 
recreational time ,,·ith computers than women. The games that are available are more appealing to 
characteristics generally associated with males. One teacher also had noticed that female students 
aren't as contident with computt:rs as their male counterparts. 
Quesriuning and Challenging rhe .-lurlwri(\ ' ufTeachers 
T cachers were not only open to being challenged. hut' iewed it as a positin! thing if done 
properly . Tt:achers viewed it as an '"opportunity for growth for the whole class ... lftt:achers have 
a probkm dealing with challenges to one's authority in the dass it was seen as bc:ing the teacht:rs' 
problem rather than a problem with the studt:nts. 
If you can make a student con tident enough to chal lengt: an authority in an appropriate \vay 
then you have made that person. you have made their maturity and personal contidt:nce levd 
to take leaps and bounds. And that is \vhat teaching is all about I think. 
Other teachers were not surt: if the questioning was because of technology or because of revelations 
of abuses by professionals and people in positions of authority that have received wide publicity. 
I don't see that as a negative thing, and yes. I do see it in our school and in our education 
system. I see a debate where once there would be no debate. I see teachers also. you know. 
opening themselves up and encouraging discussions and questioning and again. isn't that 
what t!ducation should be. There is a correct way to do it. however. You know. with mutual 
respect. hopefully. 
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A number of teacht:rs t~lt that tht: use of infonn;:Hion technology meant less dis(ipline 
prohkms in the dassronm. Problems might arise if a tca(her were inexperien(ed and dealt with 
questioning in a dictatorial \vay. The teacher went on to say that tcacht:rs should be ready for hard 
and fast questions and the bluntness that goes with people who are hungry learners and he \\ould not 
consider that a challenge of his authority in the class. He explained. ··1 fa kid gets up and tells me 
\\here to g.o. that is :.1 chalh:nge to my authority ." One of the: other teachers who thought the 
questioning and challenging the authority of teachers was a good thing also believed th:lt most 
teachers at the school thought it would be a good thing adding. "the bottom line is we ha\'e some 
kids hert: who are bri II iant. .. 
One teacher thought it would he a good thing if parents were more qut:stioning: of teachers 
and had more input into their children's education. This would be panicularly imponant in cases 
where students ha\'e special needs. the teacher explained. because the parents know their own child 
better than anyone else. 
Discipline and Students• View of the World 
Discipline in Class 
Teachers expressed the opinion that there \vere lt:ss discipline problems in the classrooms 
where technology was being used. The principal shared his experience and thoughts on this matter. 
I have nt!ver. not once. t!vcr noticed or been consulted on a discipline problem in a 
technology class. Never. Not once. Not once. I have some thoughts on why that is. l think the 
teacher in most of tht!se situations becomes more of a facilitator than a lecturer and the 
students bt!come mort! involved as active learners and they are interacting. yes. with the 
technology. with the person next to them. and \Vith the teacher. 
Several teachers noted that it is still necessary to establish cenain rules and consequences. 
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One teach~r said. ··we ha\·t! to havt! structure. Kids still h~r.l.! to know when to act one \\JY tn one 
place. when to act one way in another. Wr:: don't want to raise Bart Simpsons r::nher." Some teachers 
said they thought discipline problems would only arise if teachers were trying to teach in a dictatorial 
way. sticking very closely to a narrO\\ set of goals and refusing to deviate. 
Local Comenr 
One teacher described a \vay in which the use of intonnation technology \\·as enham:ing local 
content. By creating his own material for class the teacher\\ as able to use local examples of animal 
classitications used in biology. By putting local examples on a website he thought it was more 
meaningful than students looking at strange examples in a textbook published elsewhere. 
Other teachers tdt that the Internet made the world a smaller place and the idea of a global 
\·illage was mentioned by several of the teachers. One teacher said she thought the students did not 
ha\e a good understanding oftheir lo~..:al environment. She said many of them would not be able to 
pick St.John ·s out on a map of the world. She thought students should have strong roots based in 
history. geography. and social studies related to their local an.:a before they start to look at the globe. 
Sociali=arion versus Virrual Reali(r 
There were many diverse and interesting views expressed on the student's need to socialize 
versus use of virtual reality . Teachers sa\v the potential for technology to be isolating and realized 
that classroom and other activities had to be arranged in such a way as to reduce the isolating 
possibilities involved \Vith one student and one computer screen. Many teachers explained that they 
usually use technology in teamwork situations. 
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A teacher who makes extensi\ e use of technology in the classroom to help with physi(s 
experiments explained that students still have to manipulate equipment to do experiments. In other 
c<1ses simulation programs allow students to do things that they would not be able to do in a 
classroom. She gi\eS the examph! of using video clips to analyse motion. 
Other teachers made the point that there ha\t~ always been peopk who enjoy socializing\\ ith 
nther peopk and those who would rather be alone. One teacher draws on his own n:collections to 
make the point. 
I remember when I was in school. you know·. you had your bookworms 3nd you had your 
jocks. and then! were all kinds of different characters in between ~md all we art! seeing. is just 
the generational. just the evolution ofthe bookworm. that is what we :.Ire seeing. Those that 
were social before are social now. 
Explaining t'i..mher that some peopk prefer social contact whik others don "t. a teacher explained that 
he had once done a distance t:ducation course and did not like the format. He said ... 1 net!d face-to-
! ~Ice.·· 
Another point made was that in some w:1ys tht! ust! of new technology may be increasing 
sociali.1.ation in some ways. Peopk may be ahh! to tind someone who has interests simibr to their 
own to converse with through the Internet. Some teachers t!xpressed the opinion that e·ven if the 
communications are totally vinual. wht:re there previously had been none. then it was a good thing. 
One teacher seemed to have mixed feelings about this. saying that students who do not socialize 
much are always a \vorry. but notes that even when these students are not using computers they are 
alone and not socializing. 
One teacher recognized the situation as a problem and made the point that computers are not 
unique as a diversion which students use to waste time. 
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Yes. it can happen. You know I see and there are lots of kids I tell them they need to get a 
lot more sunshine because they are spending too much time. it is quite apparent that they Jre 
spending too much time, with a computer. Still. you know. you can spend too much time 
watching TV. you can spend too much time reading books. you can spend too rr.uch time 
doing anything. and the computer is no different than any other habit forming thing. 
Other teachc!rs point out that there is sometimes a level of interaction going on as students use 
technology . One student shows another how to use a program or talks about something they saw or 
did using technology. Although the same tt:acher noted it is sometimes quite amazing how sih:nt 
computer classrooms are compared to a literature class where there is a lot of discussion . 
One teacher put forth the idea that the use of technology in the classroom will mean that 
training in other ;.1reas \viii increase in importance to give the balance needed. The Arts and \ttusic 
as areas for students to interact will become mon: important as a means of increasing socialization. 
Another te:.1cher warned that teachers have tn be careful when deciding where technology really tits. 
noting th:.1t .. some kids have their technological competency \cry well dt:veloped but the rest of their 
life is a mess:· 
Acceptable Use Policy 
Many teachers said that they saw inappropriate use of the computer as a potential problem 
hut most had not experienced any problems in the classroom. Several teachers said it \Vas very t!asy 
to inadvertently tind pornographic sites while looking for material related to high school subjects. 
Teachers thought this \Vas a serious problem with the Internet in that even if a student is not looking 
for something like that it can come up. 
Teachers take precautions to insure that websitt:s they refer students to have no I inks to 
unacceptable sites. They explain that it takes a lot of time to investigate the site and all the links 
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before telling students to go there. Other teachers expressed that just their presence in the classroom. 
walking around and asking questions. would be enough to deter students !Tom going into something 
they are not supposed to be in. 
Some teachers thought that while it was not a serious problem for them in the classroom it 
could be more of a probkm when students work on their own. One teacher pointed out that once 
they kave the school students can go to all kinds of Internet cat~s where they can access. download 
and e-mail things to themselves. Another teacher said that it was important that parents be invol\·ed 
in this issue along with society in general. 
Teachers explained that the schools' acceptable use policy is very clear and that it is posted 
next to computers. If students are caught accessing unacceptabk sites they are given one warning 
and then they lose their computer usage privileges. By tracing the history of some sites that students 
have accessed. probkms have been identitied. Network administrators and other teachers have 
blocked certain sites they deem to be inappropriate but because of the rapid change taking place this 
has very limited success. One teacher thought that in the future the problem might be solved through 
the use of protecti\.e software . 
Other teachers advanced a less technically based solution which involved instilling in 
students a good moral code of conduct to follo\v. One teacher explained. "we create an environment 
here. a social place, where \Ve help students choose not to go there. to make the right choice." 
Another teacher emphasized that providing a proper role model is the most effective \vay of doing 
this. 
Some teachers thought that one explanation why there had been so tew problems \Vith regards 
to acceptable use at the school might be because of the time demands on the computers at the school. 
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There is no time for students to be into unacceptable sites because there are other students '' aitin~ 
to get some serious work done . Other teachers said that it was important that teachers always b~ 
monitoring what students are doing v.·hile using the computer. One teacher said that by just mo,·ing 
around the classroom a teacher should be able to eliminate those problems because students respect 
the learning em·ironmem. Also. teachers explained that someone is supervising the resource ~enm: 
and ~omputer lahnratory from the time it opens in the morning until the time it doses in the e\ening. 
Issues Related to Technology in Schools 
Ten issues related to the use oftechnology in s~hools emerge from the interviews. These 
issues deserve special attention because they could (ktcrmine the success or failure nfthc use nf 
information technology in a school and are outlined belO\\ . 
. tlaintenance 
When asked about potential probkms which they thought might arise from the use of 
information technology. the probkm most oftt!n noted was the maintenanct! of the equipment 
needed to operate a technologically enhanced school. 
Teachers wen! concerned about the time and the- cost associate-d with having a couple of 
hundred computers in a building. The technology is changing quickly. new equipment is being 
added and there are problems with breakdowns. At the present time a small group of teachers are 
responsible for administering the LAN of almost 200 machines and they can also call for help. if 
necessary from some of the business partners the school has developed. 
One teacher \Vas amazed that the school staff had been able to maintain the infrastructure for 
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information technology used in the school. He explained that it had only been through the dedicated 
work of people at th~ school \vho had accepted responsibiltty for it and their hours of \·olumct!r tim~. 
However. ht: stressed that somewhere along the line someone has got to make tht: commitment to 
maintaining tht: infrastructure. He made the point that if a business had 200 computt:rs on lin.:. they 
\\l)uld probably ha\e three or four full time technicians . H.: also said that school boards will ha\.: 
to lt)ok at this issue or otherwise in tive years time there are going to be schools with Llbsokte 
equipment that is not able to do the job required. 
Some teachers felt very strongly that it was not the teachers · responsibility to maintain 
computer equipment. One teacher made the point by making reference to other n.:pair work done 
around a school. such as keeping the desks repaired. 
No more \Vould it be acceptable for me to get out in the corridor and paint the wall. and I 
don ·t think it should be acceptabk at all for me to have to go and li.x my L)\\ n computer. 
Teachers · time is so t:aten up by doing things that they are not necessarily good at. I could 
b~ making a problem worse. and I could spend five hours doing something that would take 
someone who knows what tht:re doing two minut~s to do. 
This same teacher said there seems to be an attitude that te~..:hnology. and the equipment associi.lted 
with technology. is the teachers· responsibility to maintain and that upsets ht!r. She explains that 
teachers who do not have the proper training in this tield could causl! problems \vhile trying to repair 
the system. Also. even though there were some teachers who were qualitied to maintain the system. 
it is not the best use of their time to have them spending .. two thirds of their day unplugging paper 
jams and checking to make sure the system is O.K." She felt very strongly that it was ddinitely not 
something for teachers to have the responsibility to maintain. 
We don ·t maintain the phones. you know. we don ·t maintain the gas line system here that 
feed the labs. But yet we are expected to maintain. upgrade. keep running hundreds of 
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thousands of dollars of worth of computers and software. 
lnequaliries 
Another frequently mentioned problem was the disparities between students who had access 
to computers at home and those who did not. In this regards one teacher thought schools \\ere 
presently in a transition stage where students are starting to get more access to computers but the: 
point has not been reached where all students have access whenever they \\·ant. There are still 
problems because students need and do not have access at home. Even in leading edge schools. such 
as the one being looked at. the access for everyday class use is not as good as it could be. 
I think we are in this stage right now. we have this certain number of students \vho have that 
stuff and a certain number of students who don't. So as a teacher you are sort of in a state of 
limbo saying "O.K .. can l assign this project knowing that all these students have access to 
it'? But these students. because of tinancial situation~ or whatever. they don't have access to 
it." So really it wouldn't be fair to put this requirement on the work when you are not being 
equitable to all students. 
The teacher said that these limitations are holding teachers back from doing what they want to do 
in class. Even when st:tting assignments which require a lot of research work oUlside class. teachers 
have to consider bussing problems and access to the schools computers during otT hours. Other 
teachers thought that economic factors have always been a concern for teachers and computer 
technology is just another aspect of that long existing problem. 
Security ofSchool lnjormation 
One teacher expressed great concerns about the security of infonnation that was being kept 
on computers. She wondered if it is possible that records of private tiles might be accessed by 
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hackers and considered this as bein!! verv danQerous. This teach~r said that she had such concerns 
- ... - ... 
about security on the Internet. and that generally she would ne\er consider buying something online. 
Cost und .\'eedfor Training 
Another teacher thought that the biggest potential problem or challenge was training and 
keeping teachers up to date and current. To keep staff prott!ssionally current the teacher thought a 
concentrated province-wide initiative on Wacha training was needed. Such an initiative would haw 
to rec~i\e guidance and kadt:rship from the Department of Education or the school bnards and 
imolvc;: teachers \\ho are currently teaching in the systl.!m. 
Two other teachers made comments rdated to the cost and the need for training. The concern 
was that a lot of money was being spent on ~.:omputer systems which may not meet the needs of an 
educational environment. Ont! of these teachers pointed out that the computers being used were 
designed for business use and suggested that schools should be moving towards greater access 
through the purchase and use of cheaper units. There was also concerns about time needed for 
t~achers to retrain and ket!p abreast of new products so they can integratt! leading edge intormation 
technoh.>gy into their teaching . The teacher said ... we can "t expect teachers to lt:am sophisticatt:d 
systems in such a short time with no time;: for training.·· 
Two teachers commented that information overload might be a problem for them and tor 
their students. Sometimes students are overwhelmed with the amount of available information and 
with the task of filtering through the information to tind what they are looking for. For example. the 
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skills involved in site ~valuation \viii become more imponant because there is a tendt:ncy for 
stud~nts to accept something as accurate. simply because it is in print or because it is on the 
computer screen. They telt it is imponant that teachers and students question the validity of the 
intormation that is on the Internet and that people have the skills to l:!ffectively sort through all the 
information that is a\ailable. One of the teachers thought that search engines and the organization 
of the Internet might mature to the point where tinding good intonnation could be made easier in the 
future. 
Pace u( Change and Sn·ess 
One teacher commc;:nted on the pace of change and the fact that technology is moving at such 
a pace that teachers have a hard time keeping up \Vith the;: ne\v things coming out. Another tt.:acher 
questioncd the whok suppon scrvices available in schools to hclp facilitatc the integration of 
technology into their teaching . It \Vas thought that teachers needed support in administcring the 
computers in the sdwol and time to think ;.md work with other people to tigure out how to best use 
information technology. One teacher commented on the increasing stress level in pan caused by 
technology. 
You are in a very rapid changing society. It is vcry stressli.tl. People are stressed. Families are 
stressed. It is that things are just coming at you. so quickly. and people expect you to be 
almost super human. 
It \vas felt that this level of stress is also being transferred to young students. The teacher 
pointed out that some students. even as young as those in elementary school. have schedules that 
include spons. advanced placement courses. and other extra curricular activities that give them little 
time to just play. 
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Plagiarism 
One teacher raised the problt!m of increased plagiarism because technology was making it 
~asy to reproduce and revise someone t!lse · s work. She also felt that sometimes the product looked 
g:n.:al because of the technoklgy that was used to produce it. but the thought and the work did not go 
into it. .. there is a lot of cutting and pasting going on .. . 
Control b1· Big Business 
Control by big business was also a ~oncem fnr one reacher. 
Bill Gates. you get these people and they got the monopoly and there is a lot of money 
involvt!d. So the money. I \vorry about that. money. pO\ver. monopolies. business 
competitiveness. all tht:sc things. these are the n~gati\·e things I see coming out of 
technology. We need to have bettt:r la\vs. even the Internet. it is like our la\vs ha\en't kept 
up with the technology. 
Some teachers. however. pointed out th:.n private businesses were valuable partnt!rs in bringing 
tt!chnology into the school. They noted that the more than 150 partnerships that the school has 
fom1ed have been important in bringing a lot of computers and technical support into the school. 
Finding Good Sothwre 
T\VO teachers noted that they were having trouble tinding good software and good Internet 
sites for classroom use . The teachers said they had difticulty tinding material ready made for use in 
class that vvas any good. They ended up adapting material they could lind and using that in class. 
Do rhe Benefits OurH·eiglr the Disudnmrages :' 
T ~achers overwht!lrningly expressed the \·iew that the bendits very much oumeighed an~ 
problems caused by the use of technology. While recognizing that there are some probkms and 
difficulties with integrating the use of information t~chnology. teachers thought that the etli.m \\ :.1s 
paying otT and was worth continuing. One t~acher put it \~ry forcdully: 
It's n:ry ~:\citing. its v~ry empowering. Th~ bendits just obliterate any negati\es. Right no\\. 
in our conte:\t. right here. th~ positives just blow a\\ay th~ negati\·es. It"s not a balancing :.1ct 
at Jll. it"s a blowout. 
When talking about the bendits of using technology some tt!achers took a broader 
perspective than just the impacts on schools. One teacher thought it \vas going to be fun to watch 
peoples·\ ie\\S on li k change as they became kamers again. He expects that information technology 
\\iII bring about major changes in individuals and in society in general. Another teacher thought that 
the use of technology in schools would play an important part in the economic development of the 
provmce. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
IMPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Given the amount of public attention and the number of go\'emment policy statements 
endorsing the use of information technology in schools. this study \Vas undertaken to get a better 
understanding of how the use of information technology across the curriculum atTe..:ts teachers· \\·ork 
at the high schoolle\'el. Semi-structured inter\'iews were conducted with the staff at a school at the 
forefront in the use of information technology. The openness of qualitative mt:thods allowed for <1n 
in-depth examination of the situation being experienced by teachers at this high school and a 
summary of tindings was provided to participants in order to \eritY the tindings and quotations used. 
Before undertaking the interviews a review ofliter:uure on this topic was undertaken. From 
this revie\v of the literature a number of potential areas for investigation were identified. These areas 
were incorporated into major categories which v;ere then used in the interview protocols in the 
analysis of the data. and tinally in the presentation of tindings. 
Teachers' \Vork and Attitudes 
ln the area of teachers· work and ani tudes. many writers predict drastic changes in the way 
teachers work and live. Through the interviews. teachers provided examples of hO\v the use of 
information technology was changing their work. The varied examples that were given. such as 
posting class material at websites or getting students to create their own web pages supports the 
transforming aspect that information technology can have on teachers' work and attitudes. At this 
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school. the way teachers prepare for work and interact \.\'ith students has been changed dramatically 
through the increased use of information technology. The use of infonnation technology alkms 
students to do more meaningful work and frees them from the more tedious time consuming 
preparation that would I imit the amount of material that could be co\ered in a class. 
For the most part these teachers felt they were just beginning to change their work through 
the use of information technology. Many of them noted that they were planning further changes w 
their teaching next year to build on what they were now doing. For example. many teachers 
mentioned that they would like to experiment with \ideo conferences. use Power Point to make 
presentations. and move to more resource-based teaching. It was also pointed out that the transition 
to the ust! of information technology might be taking place quicker in some subject areas than in 
others. For example. the science department at this school seems to he at the forefront in integrating 
the use of information technology into teaching activities. 
Another aspect of teaching '"hich is changing because of the im:reased prevalence of 
technology is the relationship between teacher and student. Teachers recognized that in many cases 
their students knew more about technology than they did and often they would learn things from 
students. Teachers described technology as the ··great equalizer" and used terms like ··co-learner·· 
to express the ne\v relationship. Most teachers considered these changes to be very exciting and 
considered the new environment to be very rejuvenating. 
Technology is also changing the administrative \vork that teachers do. For example class 
attendance will now be recorded electronically and forwarded to the school office by e-mail. Much 
of the material previously dealt with at statTmeetings is now resolved through e-mail. These changes 
\vere welcomed by teachers. 
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The Future of Teaching 
In th~ literature re\it!\\ed then! were many divergem \ie\\S on how information technology 
would impact upon the future of teaching. Some of the writers see information technology totally 
transforming the future of teaching in a positive way. Others offer warnings that mformation 
technology is having a negatin! impact upon teaching. Given these differing views on this issue the 
opinions ofteacht:rs intenit:v.;ed were particularly enlightening in this area . 
Some of the information gathered through tht! interviews support the view put forward hy 
Perdman ( 1992) that computer technology will bring about an era of .. hyperleaming ... totally 
changing the way schools are organized. But tindings did not support the view that teachers would 
become obsolete as Perelman ( 1992) had also suggested. The view from most teachers at this school 
\\as that information technology J!lowed teachers to be more creative in preparing material to help 
students h:am. The teachers think that whik the role of the teacher will change, they will not be 
n:placed by computers. Technology is seen as something that enhances the teachers' ability to do the 
jnb they have always done. which is to help students le:J.m . 
The view put fonvard by Stoll l 1995) that the changt:s to the physical classroom could limit 
the teacht!rs interaction \vith students was not supported by thc.!se teachers either. Teachers thought 
that while chalkboards might be replaced and the physical set up of the class might change. the actual 
classroom time could be used more productively because of the use of information technology. 
Responses to questions about the future of school buildings were mixed. Some teachers 
thought that innovative ways of offering courses. such as on-line. would become more prevalent. 
Others thought that because of the socialization role that schools have come to play in society the 
delivery method for courses would change very slowly. Some teachers thought that the socialization 
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role played by schools and the role teachers play in the social development of students might hecome 
more important because of the pre\·alence of the use of intormation technology in our society. Gi\·en 
the other methods of content delivery some predicted that the emphasis for schools in the future 
would be on values and ethics. 
Some teachers thought dramatic changes \\·ould come in the future. the 9:00AM - 3:00 Piv1. 
30 students in a classroom tor 50 minutes. would change. It was suggested that when people who 
understand the possibilitit:s for alternative methods of delivery get in positions of power. changes 
in the structure of schools will come aboul. The fact th~t teachers could suggest alternative del i\·el}· 
mc.!thods such as private.! lessons ofti:!red by experts over the Internet as acceptable options tor some 
parents and students is a good indication that these options are possible. 
Apart from the possibility of dramatic structural changes in education delivery most tl.!achers 
accept that tedmology will change the deliwry oftraditional type programs. Teachers see technology 
allowing teachers and students ... to do old things in ne\\ ways ... For example taking notes. doing 
research for a tenn paper. preparing tor a tield trip. and conducting physics experiments can all be 
enhanced through the use of intonnation technology . 
Some of the criticism of information technology is based on how computers would obstruct 
teaching in a traditional classroom. Stoll ( 1995) for example talks about teachers surrounded by 
students .. behind'' computers. This view does not take into account how the physical set up of 
classrooms and the structure of lessons could change to accommodate the use of information 
technology. One teacher at this school notes that in the future schools are going to need classrooms 
that are more like the school library is now. Many teachers noted that the essence of teaching will 
not change and that teachers \\·ill still be needed to add the human aspect. 
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Professional Development 
One of the items highlighted in the literature reviews \\as the importance of professional 
devdopment as teachers adapt to changes brought about by the use of infonnation technology. Both 
Tapscott ( 1998) and David ( 1996) point out the critical role that professional de\·elopment plays in 
the use of information technology in teaching. 
The findings of this study support the importance uf prot't!ssional de\elopment lor teachers 
in making the use of technology successful. Teachers prO\ ided evidence of the importance L)f the 
eftorts in-school to promote professional development in integrating information technology into 
classroom teaching. The prokssional developmt:nt days held and the tkxible mentor type: training 
that is happening at the school was viewed as being very important by the teachers intaviewed. The 
importance ofprot't!ssional development and also the importance of the deliwry method was clearly 
e\ident in the findings ofthis study and could provide , ·aluable insights for other schools wanting 
w increase tht! use of information technology in dJssroom teaching. 
Another point that was clear from the inten·iews was teachers are not happy with the 
availability of nutside opportunities to get professional development in information technology. 
Courst!s that would meet teachers needs were either not a\ailable or too expensive. Several teachers 
and administrators noted that the present need for training in this art!a is chronic and the lack of it 
rdlects poorly on the NL TA. School Boards. the provincial government. Memorial University. and 
private institutions . The use of information tt!chnology as a ddivl!ry method for professional 
development \Vas also considered a possibility. While teachers were not currently using information 
technology to access professional development opportunities there was a realization that this might 
be an undeveloped area. As an informal form of professional development. most teachers were 
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already using e-mail to communication with other teachers and people in their tield of study . 
Professionalization and Intensification 
Some of the literature focused on what information technology would mt:!an in relation to 
professionalization and teachers· time. Apple and Jungch ( t 992) thought that the use of technology 
would take the skill out of teaching and reduce the teacher to a technician who dealt only with 
machines . Also the pressure on teachers· time was an item that soml! \\Titers felt was becoming more 
crucial in periods of change. 
The tindings of this survey contradict the view that information technology would desk ill 
teachers. The vie\vs expressed wae that while teachers needed new technical skills they al so had to 
be more creative in using the additional presentation options that arc now available to teach!!rs. 
Those interviewed rejected the view that students could just be given the technology· and learning 
would take place. They provided examples of how technology required high-levd work on the pan 
of teachers such as creative presentation design and delivery . 
In relation to teachers' time. the tindings were somewhat of a paradox . Technology was 
placing more demands on teachers' time but it was al so saving them time and allowing them to be 
more productive. Teachers state that there are many more things they could do with the technology 
if they had the time. Teachers also note that they are more productive because they use technology 
so now they "take on" more. Some teachers explained that they had to limit the amount of time that 
they spent on work so they \vould have some time for their families. Teachers who were responsible 
for equipment maintenance or training had additional demands placed on their time. 
The feeling of not being able to keep up with the changes and of being overwhelmed was also 
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a common concern raised by teachers. Ho\\t:ver. some teachers thought this period of rapid change 
and increased demands on time might not be a permanent situation. but rather a transitional ph:.1se 
while they were learning to use the technology more effectively. 
The findings demonstrate that increasing demands are being placed on teachers' time and this 
IS a factor which should be taken into consideration as schools move to increase the use L'f 
information technology in the classroom. Further im-estigation into teachers' capacity to adapt to 
change brought about by the use of information technology and the stress being placed on te:.1chers 
is certainly \\arranted gi\en the tindings of this study. 
A potential for a barrier or gap to devdop between teachers. who use information technology 
and those \\ ho do not. is indicated in the tindings. There was certainly an expressed feeling amongst 
most of the people interviewed that those who use information technology in their tea~.:hing \\Crt: 
more professional. At the school where the interviews were ~.:onducted it was also evident that gn:~at 
dTorts were being made to prevent any di\ ide from de\ doping and several teachers made mention 
of those efforts. 
In some of the literature it has been suggested that the authority of professionals were being 
~.:hallenged more. All teachers saw this as a positive development. if. indeed. it \\ere happening. The 
general feeling was that if students questioned information being given by teachers in an appropriate 
way, then it was a positive development. An increased role by parents \vas also seen as a positive 
devdopment. especially in cases where the children had special needs. 
Discipline and Students• View of the \Vorld 
Some of the literature reviewed pointed to problems which would arise with the use of 
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information technology in the classroom. Stoll ( 1995) thought it \\·ould be easier for students tL) 
.. goof otr when technology is used. Howen!r teachers in this study found that there were less 
discipline problems in classes using information technology . 
Stoll ( 1995) also raised the concern that students would lose touch \Vith reality and local 
content. thus being left with a distorted\ iew of the \\·orld. Some teachers in this study thought that 
local content in teaching might be enhanced because teachers could develop their own material using 
local examples. whereas in the past. textbooks or other material were mass produced and otien used 
examples far removed from the everyday experience of students. Teachers noted that the world was 
becoming a much smaller place and several teach~.:rs mentioned the concept of .. global village ... This 
was seen as having many positive aspects but other teachers lamente;:d the fact that a lot of students 
had no knowledge of local geography or history . 
A related idea of socialization versus \·inual reality was something discussed in the literature 
reviewed as well. Teachers recognized the pore;:ntial for technology to isolate people and re::llized that 
classroom and other activities had to be arranged in such a way as to encourage interaction with other 
people. Some ofthe examples gin:n by teachers showed that the use of technology could enhance 
the expt!rience of the real thing or allow students to explore environments or situations that would 
not be avai I able to them given the constraints on time and resources. Stoll ( 1995) talked about 
astronomy and the fact that students turn on the computer to look at a picture of the sky rather than 
going outdoors and looking up at the sky. While looking at the sky \Vould seem to be the best option. 
one teacher pointed out that in class the alternatives \'~<·ould not be looking at the sky or at an image 
on the computer screen, given the constraints of how the education system is arranged the options 
would be a drawing of the universe on the chalkboard or the most recent picture taken from the 
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Hubble! telescope th:.n \\·as dm\n loaded to the web. Anmher teacher. who used web pages to enhance 
tidd trips. noted that by using information technology to prepare students he was able to make better 
use of the time spent on the actual tield trip. This was important again because of the constraints 
pbced on teachers by how the education system is arranged . 
Other tc:achers wok issue \\·ith the argument that students are kss social today than in the past 
saying there ha\ e always been social and less-social people. Others put forward tht: case that 
in formation technology might. in some cases. lead to more socialization . The exampk nf a student 
tinding a person in a discussion group on the Internet who shared a common interest was raised as 
a counter argument . Lett alone in their lool em ironment they might not be able to lind anyone with 
similar intert:sts or compatible dispositions. 
In relation to students using computers as a diversion or ··gooting off. as Stoll ( I Y9 5) 
describes it. teachers did recognize that some studc:nts do spend too much time with a computer. 
Some teachers thought that a possible reaction to any isolating trend generated through the use of 
information technology might bt: an increased focus on arts. physical education and music as areas 
which ~:ncourage interaction and the building of social skills . 
Acceptable Use Policy 
Acceptable use is something \vhich has received a lot of attention in the mass media as well 
as in academic literature. While most teachers could not give instances of cases where they were 
confronted directly with this problem. all of them recognized it as a potential problem and \Vere 
doing things to prevent or discourage students from accessing pornographic material. hate literature. 
and other unacceptable material. 
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The impression from the teachers inter. iewed was that the prohlem of unacceptable usc rna~ 
not he as chronic as it is sometimes ponrayed in the news media. Teachers at this school are very 
\ igilant in the way they plan and monitor their classroom activities. but they nmed that once students 
leave the school they often have unregulated access to unacceptable sites. 
Issues Related to technology in Schools 
During the course of data collection and analysis se\eral issues related to the use of 
information technology in schools became evident. The most pressing problt:m was that of 
maintaining the equipment used to operate a technologically enhanced school. Teachers were upset 
that they were expected to maintain the computers. They pointc:d out that anywhere else with that 
many computers on-line thc:y \Vould ha\'c: significant resoun.:c:s dedicated to maintenance. The fact 
that this school is a kader in the tield and ahead of others in the adoption of information technology 
seems to bring with it problems that could be solved if other schools were at the same len~ I of usage. 
Resources might be available at the school board kvd. for example. if all schools in a hoard wen: 
using information technology . 
If school boards and governments see the use ofinfom1ation technology in schools as a good 
thing. they will have to allocate resources \Vhich allow for the maintenance of these computer 
networks. This problem could become more serious as equipment ages and breakdowns become 
more likely. Teachers \vere upset that they \vould be expected to maintain computer equipment and 
that this was seen as being different from maintaining the buildings or other facilities in the school. 
The anger which is present indicates that as schools adopt the use of infonnation technology, they 
\viii have to allocate resources for maintenance and repair. 
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Another problem was the inequality of acc~ss for studcnts. Some stud~nts had computers at 
home but other students did not. Even in a leading edge school such as this one. students do not ha\ e 
as good access as would be needed to make this a non-issue . Teachers were unable to assign projects 
involving computer \Vork knowing that some students \vould have an advantage o\·er others. Given 
the potential of technology to improve the kaming en,·ironment. school boards and scht)ols should 
investigate the possibility of options such as laptop sign out for students. after hours access to 
computer labs. purchase plans and any other methods which might diminate these inequalities. 
Although there had not been any problems ot·sccurity at this school. the issue of security of 
rct.:nrds and personal int(xmation was raised by one teacher. Given the personal intonnation schools 
maintain on students ~md the important records being kept dectronically. this is an issue which 
should be given attention hy school administrators. 
The staff at this school thought that a concentrated province wide initiative on teach~r 
training was needed. The t..:achers thought that neither the Depanment of Education or the Board 
\\~redoing enough at this poinL It was kit that the pace of change was placing great demands on 
teachers· time and causing a great deal of stress. If government. school boards and school 
administrators are going to promote the use of information technology in schools they will have to 
pay more att..:ntion to tt!achcrs· ability to adapt to change. This could mean suppon services in 
schools or tht! allocation of extra timt! for teachers to adjust to using the new technology. 
Some teachers noted that there might be a problem of too much information. This may lead 
to the increasing importance of preparing studems to make value judgements: what is reliable 
infonnation and what is not? Another point mentioned by one of the teachers is that more stress is 
being placed on some students. They are expected to do more at an earlier age and the implications 
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of this are not fully understood yeL 
A concern of one teacher was gender discrimination with regard to the use of information 
technology. At this point the teacher thought that girls would be disad\'antaged by a mo\'e to 
increast:d use of intonnation technology. I fher assertion is correct. then this is an issue which should 
b~ :1ddressed. Teachers should be made aware of any biases and be trained in str:negies to L)\ ercome 
this problem . 
. -\nother emerging issue. mentioned by two reachers. that the public and educators ,.,·ill han~ 
to dt!al with in the future is the possible loss of control of the education process to business partners. 
It was nmed that the school where these interviews were conducted had mon: than 150 partnerships. 
Business partnt:rs brought a lot of computers and technical support into the school. While one 
teacher mentioned this as a positi\'t: thing another was com:erned about possible negati\ c 
implications. Balancing the interests of th~:se partners and that of the students might be an 
increasingly challenging role for administrators as business involvement in education bt!comes more 
common. 
Teachers o\'crwhclmingly t!xpressed the vit:w that incn:ast!d ust! of infonnation t~chnology 
,,·as a good thing despite: somt! of the problems associated with its use . From tht! e\ idence g.:1thcrcd 
it is ckar that tht: ust! ofintonnation technology has had a \ery positive impact on t:ducation at this 
school. Ratht!r than limit the role of teachers. it enhances their rolt! as professionals and gives 
additional opportunities for teachers to be creative in the design and dt!livery of material. 
Conclusion 
The views expressed by the teachers at this school point w a potential growth in alternative 
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ddi\~ry m~thods in ~ducation. Home schooling.. pri\·ate tutoring. tlexible sch~duks. indi\ idualized 
programs are all possibiliti~s that seem viable giv~n the views of these educators interviewed. 
Given the prevalence of computers in work and e\eryday life it would be unreasonahk to 
~xpect that schools and the work of teach~rs could be isolated from thes~ changes. This technology 
has th~ potential to change schools and teachers· work in \ ery profound ways. It would he ~qually 
unreasonabl~ to exp~ct that computer technology will be a natural lit. not requiring. any planning 
or adjustrn~nt time. Th~ perspectives of teach~rs in this leading edge school that hav~.: be~.:n 
express~.:d. discussed. :md analyzed should provide \·aluable insights into \vhat may be ahead for 
oth•.!r schools and provide clues to how they can adapt to th~ changes. 
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Appendix A 
Letters of Approval and Consent Forms 
Dear ( namt: o f t~achcr) : 
Scott Reid 
44 Nash Crescent 
Mt. Pearl, Nfld 
AlN 3G7 
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I am a graduate stud~nt :lt Memorial Uni\ ~rsity im olv~d in r~search r~lated to how the.! use of 
information technology across the curriculum will aft~ct teadH::rs· work. As part l)f my n:scan.:h. I 
will be conducting intervi~\\S (appro:ximat~ly one hour in length) \\ith administrators ;,md tl.!achc:rs 
at [your school ]on this topi~.: . I am re4uesting your parti~.:ipation in this study. 
Your participation will consist of answering questions related to the usc of information technology 
in teaching. The inten·ie\\S will b~ approximately nne hour in kngth and. if acceptabk to the 
intcnic\\ec. will be: audio recordt:d. Participation is compktely voluntary. You ha\·c tht: right to 
withdraw from the.! study at any time and are free to refuse answering any question which you would 
pret~r to omit. All information gathered in this study will he hdd strictly in confidence. and at no 
tim~: will individuals he identified. Audio tapes \\ill be erased at the conclusion of the study . 
If ! 'OU wish to speak with a resource person not associatt.!d with the study. please cont:lct the 
Associate Dean. Rt:search and Devdopment. Memorial Uni\crsity. at 737-3-W2 
This study has received the approval of the Faculty of Education· s Ethics Review Committee. Dr. 
Jean Brown (737-7561) is my supervisor for the study . .-\n opportunity will be pro\·ided fi.)r 
participants to review summary reports of the findings forth~: accuracy of any quotes . 
l f you would kindly agret! to participate in thl.! abo\·e study. please sign one copy of the attached form 
and return it to me in the envelope provided. If you would likt! to contact me. my telephone number 
is 368-0527. 
Thank you for considering this request. 
Sincerely. 
Scott Reid 
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Consent Form 
-------------- agrl.!c to take part in the study on the impact the use L)f infonnation 
tl.!chnok.,gy on teachers· \\Ork. I understand that participation is entirdy \'oluntar;. and that I may 
\\ithdra\\ permission at an~ time . .-\11 int~m11;1tiun i~ :;tri~tly ~~)nliJentiJI JnJ no indi\idual \\·ill hL 
identitied. All audio tapes will be erased at the end of the study. 
Datt: ____________ _ Signature _______________ _ 
~larch I 7. I 998 
Dear (School Bo;1rd Ofticiul): 
Scott Reid 
44 Nash Crescent 
Mt. Pearl, Nfld 
AlN 3G7 
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I urn writing to request approval to conduct interviews with administrators and teach~:rs at [Nam~ 
of school! ;IS part of the requirements for the Masters of Education degrc~ at Memorial University 
of Newfoundland. If approval is granted. I will st:ek the consent of individual teachers to arrange 
intcn·iews at a tim!! that is convenient tor them between March 23. 1998 and May 30. 1998. 
As a graduate student. I have been studying how the use of information technology across the 
curriculum \vill affect teachas· \vork. As part of this research. I would like to conduct intervie\VS (of 
approximately one hour in length) with tea~.:hers at [Name of school] on this topic. The research 
proposal I have prepared is under the supervision of Dr. Jt!an Brown. Educational Leadership and 
approved by the Faculty of Edu~.:ation Ethics Review Committee . 
At this point. [Name of school! is a lt!adt:r in the area of the use of information technology . The 
situation in this school may prm idt! some \·aluabh: clues as to what lies aht!ad for other schools in 
this province as they move towards increased usc of information technology. Also. tht! tindings 
might be useful to the people at [Name of school]. It might prO\ ide insight on how to improve things 
they are doing or alert them to potential problems. 
The data collection for this research will be conducted within the following guidelines. 
-Participation is completdy voluntary. Participants have the right to withdraw from the study at any 
time and are free to rduse to answer any question which they prefer to omit. 
-The interviews will be approximately one hour in length and. if acceptable to the interviev,.:ce. will 
be audio re~.:orded. 
-A copy of the thesis will be given to the school at the completion of the study. 
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-All informatiLm gathered will be held strictly in ~.:ontid~nc~. and at no time will individual:> be 
identitied. All audio tapes will be erased at the end ofthe study. 
If you ha\t! any questions. please t~el free to contact me at 368-0527. If you wish to spe:1k with a 
resource person not associated with the study. please contact the Associate Dean. Research and 
De\'elopment. Memorial Uni\ersity at 737-3402. :\copy of the completed thesis will he made 
a\ ai !able to the School Board upon request. 
Your consent .,.,·ill involve signing the attached ti.mn. Thank you in Jd\·ance for your cooper:1tion in 
this matter. 
Sincerely. 
S~.:ott Reid 
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Con sent form 
-----------·give Scott R~!id pennission to conduct research at [Name of school] 
as described in the attached ktter dated March 17. !998. I understand that panicipation is entirdy 
voluntary and teachers may withdraw pennission at any time. All informatiOn is strictly contidt:ntial 
and no individual will be identitied. All audio tapes will be erased at the end of the study . 
Date ________________ Signature---------------
[~amt! and address of school] 
March 17. 199X 
Dear [Principal]: 
Scott Reid 
44 Nash Crescent 
Mt. Pearl, Nfld 
AlN 3G7 
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I am writing to request approval to conduct interviews with administrators and teachers at [Name 
nt·school] as part ofthe requirements for the Masters of Education degree at Memorial Uniwrsity 
of Newt{JUndland. If apprL1\'al is granted. I will seek the consc.:nt of individual teachers tL) arrange.: 
interviev,;s at a time that is convenient for them betwt!en March 23. !99g and May 30. 199o. As 
well. I haw \\Titten the jName of school board] to request their approval. 
As a graduate student I ha\'e been studying how the us~:: of information technology across the 
curriculum will affect teachers· \VOrk. As part ofthis research. I would like to conduct interviews (of 
approximately one hour in length) with teachers at [Name of school] on this topic . The research 
proposal I have prepared is under the supervision of Dr. Jean Brmvn. Educational L~.:adership and 
approved by the Faculty of Education Ethics Re\·iew Committee. 
At this point. [Name of school] is a leader in the area nfthe use of information technology . The 
situation in this school may provide some valuable clues to what lies ahc.:ad for other schools in this 
provincl.! as they move towards increased use of information technology. Also. the tindings might 
be useful to the people at [Name of school]. It might provide insight on how to improve things they 
are doing or alert them to potential problems. 
The data collection for this research \Vill be conducted \Vithin the foiiO\ving guidelines: 
-Participation is completely voluntary. Participants have the right to withdraw from the study at any 
time and are free to refuse to answer any question which they prefer to omit. 
-The interviews will be approximately one hour in length and. if acceptable to the interviewee. will 
be audio recorded. 
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-All information gathered will be held strictly in confidence. and at no time will indi\ iduals be 
identified. All audio tapes will be erased at the end of the study . 
If you ha\·e any questions. please feel free to contact me at 368-052 i. If you wish to speak with a 
resource person not associated with the study. please contact the Associate Dean. Resc::arch and 
Development. Memorial University at 737-3-W2. A copy ofthe Thesis will be made available to the 
School board upon re4uest. 
Your (On~~ IlL \\iII im uh t: ~ ign i ng. Lht: <Hl;.ll.:hc:J l'unn. Th;.111 k y\.!U in JJ\ .. m..:...: t'ur ~ 1Jllr ..:lil!p...:ri.lti\.111 in 
thi~ matter. 
Sincerdy. 
Scott Reid 
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Consent Form 
-----------· gi\1! Scott Reid permission to conduct research at (Nam~ ofschnnlj 
as d~!scribed in the attached letter dated March 17. 1998. I understand that participation is c.:ntirdy 
voluntary and teachers may withdraw permission at any time: . All information is strictly ~ontidcntial 
;1nd no individual will be identitied. All audio tapes will be erased at the end of the study. 
Date _______________ Signature ---------------
Appendix 8 
Interview Protocols 
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Teachers \\'ork and Attitudes 
How has the use of infonnation technology changed the work you do'7 How do you feel about the 
use of information technology in the school'? How do you use it in your teaching? Preparation for 
dass'.l Class projects'? Has your attitude towards the use of information technology changed·) If so. 
how'? 
Does the introduction of this type of technology lead to the de-skilling of teachers'? Or does it requin: 
lt:a~ht:r~ Lu J\.:4uirt: n~\1. •. mJ Jifkr~nt skills '~ lfs\.1 \\hJt Jr.: th\.! 11\.!\\ and Jift~rcnt skit:S·.l 
Professional Development 
With regard to teacher development in knowledge ;Jnd skill development: Does the use of technology 
help you ;JS ;J teacher de,·elop in this way·_> Are there any examples of hmv you ha,·e used th!.! 
technology in this \\ay '? 
With regard to tt!acher dt!velopment as st!lf-understanding: Does the technology lead to more 
communication among teachers'? Is it a tool for self understanding'? Are teachers in the schl)OI talking 
about how to learn to use it effectivdy"? 
With regard to teacher development as ecological change: Does the use of the technology change the 
context of teaching? For teachers'? For Students'? How'! 
Who has helped you obtain the new kno\',·ledge and skills you require in the area of information 
technology·_> (What indi\ iduals and groups. ie. STEM-NET) 
The Future of Teaching 
Teachers· opinions on the future of teaching: Some people are saying that the introduction of 
infonnation technology will change the \vhole nature of schools. How far do you think such changes 
will go'? How much do you think teaching will change? 
How has the introduction of infonnation technology affected the ,,,.ork that you do in the classroom'? 
How has it changed the \Vork you do outside the classroom? Preparation'? Grading'? 
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Professionalization and Intensification 
Has the introduction of information technology kft you doing things which require less ~kills? Ar~ 
you doing more menial labour'? Are the skills you used as a teacher in the past now becoming 
irrele\ant? Does it requ ire more or less skill? Different skills'? Lom:r or higher le\d ~kilts·.> 
Has the introduction of information technology meant more or less demands on your time'? Is there 
an initial demand on time. th~n a It!\ elling off or decrease in the d~:mand on time? 
Can you estimate hm\ mu~h tirnt: yuu hi.t\ t: ::.pent adapting. to the U!lt: ur inli.•rmatiun lt:~..:hnulog! '.' 
Some peopk talk about chang~s in how teach~:rs fed Jbouttheir work in relation to the adoption of 
intormation technology. What do you think about that'.> Ha\'e your feelings about your work changed 
since the use of information technology? If so how? 
Wi II the use of new technology put more demands on tt:achers'? Lead to more teacher burnout'! Will 
it lead to more collaboration·.> The breakdown of barrit:rs bem·er~n subject areas'? Do you see any 
barriers developing between those who use the technology and those who do not? The avant guard 
and the rearguard'.> The old and the young'? Men and women'? Or any other demographic'? 
Some hJ\e said thJt th~ availability of knowledge gi\'en by the ust: of information technology\\ ill 
call into qut:stion the: role: t)f protessionals as ex pens and authorities in a tiel d. Patients are no .. ,· more 
likely to ask questions of their doctor and research their own aliments. Is anything like that 
happening with teachers'? Art! you bt.:ing challengt!d in any way as protessionals? By students'~ By 
parents'.' On the basis of content or methods bt!ing used'? .-\re students now tinding information 
themsel 'v es tht:y would otht!rwise ha\ e asked you for '? 
Discipline and Students View of the \Vorld 
Is the professional authority of tht! teacher is being questioned and I!Xpt!ctations of them changing? 
If so is this leading to more or less disciplint.: problems in dass'.' In what ways? 
How is the fact that students can be connected to other pt.:opk around the world changing the conct!pt 
of teaching local content'? Is location becoming irrelevant to the students'.' Can they gt!t a greater 
appreciation or understanding of the local through the contact they have with other regions? 
Do some students use the information technology as a diversion'? If yes. how is this affecting your 
work as a teacher'? Is it distoning their perception of reality or adding to a clearer picture of reality'? 
Are people 1 students forsaking the real world for a son of .. vinual world"":> 
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Acceptable use Policv 
1-J.nc there been any problems with acceptable use policy'7 What is the school's policy on 
acceptable use? Have there been any problems with hate literature or sexually explicit mJterial'? 
Conclusion 
What problems do you see developing as a result of the: introduction of this new technl)\ogy in h) 
schools'! 
Is there anything that I have not askt:d that will help me understand how th..: introduction of 
information technology is affecting your work'7 




